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BACKGROUND: It is a prevalent myth that a postoperative infection may actually confer
a survival advantage in patients with malignant glioma. This contention is based largely
on anecdotal reports. Recently, a single-center study showed there was no survival
advantage in those patients who had glioblastoma with postoperative infection.
OBJECTIVE: To examine the impact of postoperative infections on outcome in patients
with glioblastoma treated at our center.
METHODS: This study included 197 patients with newly diagnosed primary glioblastoma treated from January 2001 to January 2008. Of the 197 patients, 10 (5.08%) had
postoperative bacterial infection. The Kaplan-Meier method, log-rank test, and Breslow
test were used in the univariate approach; Cox regression was used in the multivariable
approach.
RESULTS: The median survival was 16 months (95% confidence interval [CI], 14-18 mo).
The infection group had a significant advantage in the median survival: 30 months (95%
CI, 21-39) vs 15 months (95% CI, 13-17) for patients without postoperative infection. This
advantage was also confirmed by Cox regression; in fact, patients not developing a
postoperative infection showed an adjusted hazard ratio for death of 2.3 (95% CI, 1-5.3).
CONCLUSION: The association between infection and prolonged survival is not definitive; we acknowledge the considerable difficulties in undertaking this type of study in
a retrospective manner. Our results can instead stimulate further multicentric studies (to
increase the number of patients) or experimental studies using genetically modified
bacteria for treatment of glioblastoma.
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G

lioblastoma (GBM) is the most devas
tating and commonest of all primary
brain tumors. It carries a poor prognosis
with a median survival of approximately 14
months even with aggressive multimodality
therapy.1 Aggressive tumor removal, multimodal
therapy, younger age, high Karnofsky Perfor
mance Score (KPS), and MGMT methylation
are factors associated with longer survival.2,3 It
has long been stated, in various reports
throughout the years, that having an infection
within or near the resection cavity after removal
of a brain tumor can actually stimulate the im
mune function of the patient and promote

ABBREVIATIONS: CI, confidence interval; GBM,
glioblastoma; KPS, Karnofsky Performance Score
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a longer survival. This contention has been based
largely on anecdotal reports and has never been
substantiated. Recently, Bohman et al4 attemp
ted to provide substantiation via a single center
study examining the role of postoperative in
fection on patient outcome. They showed that
there was no survival advantage in those patients
who had GBM with postoperative infection.
The aim of our study was to examine the
impact of postoperative infections on the out
come of patients with GBM treated at our
center.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
Patients .18 years of age with histologically confirmed newly diagnosed primary GBM (World Health
Organization grade IV astrocytoma) from January
2001 to January 2008 at the Catholic University,
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Rome, Italy, were evaluated for eligibility. All patients gave written
consent for the processing of personal data for research purposes. Patient
characteristics included sex, age, preoperative KPS (assessed the day
before surgery), operation(s) performed, extent of surgical resection (ie,
gross total [defined as .98%], subtotal/partial), hospital course, and
follow-up records (including complications and adjuvant treatment received). Surgical resection extent was determined by comparison of
postoperative images obtained up to 72 hours (contrast-enhanced
magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] or computed tomography [CT]
scans) after surgery with the latest preoperative images. In some cases
(especially from 2001-2004), postoperative CT/MRI was performed
only before radiation therapy was started (ie, between 3 and 4 weeks after
surgery). Follow-up data were obtained by the outpatient section of the
Radiation Therapy Department, where patients were followed up initially once a week until they completed adjuvant therapy and then every
3 months. All patients were followed up until death or July 5, 2010,
whichever came first. The study included 203 consecutive cases; among
them, 6 patients (2.96%) were lost to follow-up immediately after
surgery and were excluded from the final analysis because we decided to
include only patients who had performed at least the first outpatient visit
at the Radiation Therapy Department, which was performed within 15
to 20 days after surgery for all patients. The final cohort therefore
comprised 197 patients.
Postoperative infection was defined as wound/bone flap infection,
cerebral abscess, or meningitis, most occurring within 2 months after
surgery. The presence of infection was suspected with clinical evidence
(neurological deterioration, fever, rigor nucalis, infected surgical wound)
and imaging (MRI with gadolinium and diffusion images/contrast-enhanced CT scan; Figure 1). Cultures were available in almost all cases
(Table 1). Ten of the 197 patients (5.08%) had postoperative bacterial
infections, as described previously. Nine of 10 patients had received
surgery followed by radiation therapy and chemotherapy; 1 patient refused adjuvant treatment.

Statistical Analysis
Overall survival and 95% confidence interval (95% CI) were calculated in months from the initial diagnosis to death/last follow-up visit.
Survival curves were obtained by the Kaplan-Meier method; the log-rank
test and the Breslow test were used to compare survival in groups
identified in agreement with the following variables: age (,65 or $65
years), adjuvant therapy (complete, incomplete, and not received), resection extension (total, partial), KPS (#70, .70), and postoperative
infections (yes, no). Backward stepwise selection was used to choose
prognostic factors for a Cox proportional hazards regression model. Only
factors with a value of P , .25 in the univariable analyses were included
in the multivariable analyses. The hazard ratio and its 95% CI were
calculated for each factor in the presence of others in the final model.
The significance level was set at P .05. The statistical software used
for analyses was SPSS 11.0 for Windows.

RESULTS
The sample was represented by 197 patients (116 men, 81
women; mean age, 58 years; range, 21 80 years). Among them,
75 (38.1%) were $65 years of age, and 71 (36.0%) had a KPS
#70. One hundred three patients (52.3%) underwent total re
section of the tumor, and 106 patients (53.8%) completed the
adjuvant treatment.
Median overall survival for all 197 patients was 16 months
(95% CI, 14 18 months). In total, 171 patients (86.9%) died;
overall cumulative survival probabilities at 1, 2, and 3 years were
45%, 24%, and 12%, respectively.
The Kaplan Meier analyses showed a significant difference in
survival between patients developing a postoperative infection
and patients not developing a postoperative infection (Breslow

FIGURE 1. A, head CT scan showing intense ring enhancement of an abscess capsule at the site of a previous surgical bed. B,
surgical specimen of patient 7 (hematoxylin and eosin staining) showing the presence of inflammatory cells/purulent material (left;
black asterisk) and the presence of tumor (right; white asterisk).
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Patient

Age at
Diagnosis,
y

Site

NUMBER 4
OCTOBER 2011

1

55

Left frontal

2

28

Right frontoparietal

August 2001 (gross total resection)
January 2002 (partial resection)
February 2002 (abscess)
April 2001 (subtotal resection)

Right frontal

June 2001 (abscess)
April 2003 (partial resection)
January 2000 (total resection)

3

59

4

65

Left temporoparietal

5

41

Left temporoparietal

6

66

Right frontoparietal

7

33

Right frontal

January 2000 (abscess/wound)
December 2000 (radionecrosis)
October 2001 (total resection)
October 2001 (wound revision)
March 2002 (radionecrosis)
September 2008 (total resection)
September 2008 (abscess)
July 2008 (total resection)
August 2008 (abscess)
August 2008 (partial resection)

8

26

Left frontal

October 2008 (abscess)
May 2005 (total resection)

9

38

Left parietooccipital

10

56

Left parietal

Adjuvant
Therapy

Surgery

July 2005 (abscess)
October 2006 (radionecrosis)
February 2007 (subtotal resection)
April 2009 (partial resection)
July 2007 (total resection)
July 2007 (wound revision)
October 2008 (CSF shunt)
September 2006 (total resection)

Infection
Type

Bacterium

Survival,
mo

RT + CT (PCV)

Abscess

Gram positive

23

RT (60 Gy) + CT (TMZ)
+ RIT Y DOTATOC

Abscess

Gram positive

30

RT (60 Gy) + CT (TMZ)

Surgical wound/
bone/abscess

RT + CT (carmustine)

Surgical wound/bone

S. epidermidis

23

RT + CT (TMZ)

Abscess

Not available

20b

None

Abscess

S. aureus

18

RT (60 Gy) + CT (TMZ)

Surgical wound/
bone/abscess

S. aureus

22b

RT (8Gy) + CT (TMZ) +
RIT Y DOTATOC +
Cyber Knife 18 Gy

Surgical wound/
bone/abscess

S. aureus

54

Surgical wound/bone

S. aureus

34b

S. aureus,
Pseudomonasaeruginosa,
Escherichia coli

30

RT + CT (TMZ)

RT (60 Gy) + CT (TMZ
1 cycle)

Abscess

Staphylococcus aureus,
Staphylococcus
epidermidis
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TABLE 1. Summary of Patients With Postoperative Infectiona

103b
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January 2007 (partial resection)
February 2007 (abscess)
a
b

CT, chemotherapy; PCV, procarbazine/lomustine (CCNU)/vincristine; RIT, radioimmunotherapy; RT, radiation therapy; TMZ, temozolomide.
Alive at last follow-up.
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FIGURE 2. Kaplan-Meier curves showing a significant difference of survival
between patients with (gray line) and without (black line) postoperative infection
(median survival time, 30 months [95% confidence interval, 21-39] vs 15 mo
[95% confidence interval, 13-17]). Breslow test, P , .01; log-rank test, P .01.

test, P , .01; log rank test, P = .01; Figure 2); median survival
time of patients with and without infection was 30 months (95%
CI, 21 39) and 15 months (95% CI, 13 17), respectively. Cu
mulative survival probabilities at 1, 2, and 3 years for patients
with and without postoperative infection were 100% and 42%,
67% and 22%, and 37% and 10%, respectively.
Significant differences were also shown between patients re
ceiving total or partial tumor resection (Breslow test, P , .01;
log rank test, P , .01; respective median survival time,
23 months [95% CI, 18 27] and 11 months [95% CI, 9 12]),
between patients with KPS . 70 or # 70 (Breslow test, P , .01;
log rank test, P , .01; respective median survival time,
21 months [95% CI, 17 24] and 10 months [95% CI, 8 11]),

TABLE 2. Multivariable Cox Regression Analysesab

Subtotal/partial tumor resection
KPS #70
No postoperative infection
a

Hazard Ratio

95% CI

P

1.9
2.0
2.3

1.4 to 2.7
1.5 to 2.8
1.0 to 5.3

,.001
,.001
.04

CI, confidence interval; KPS, Karnofsky Performance Score.
Multivariable Cox regression analyses suggested that 3 risk factors were associated
with an increased risk of mortality among 197 primary glioblastoma patients:
a subtotal/partial tumor resection (reference group, total tumor resection), a KPS
#70 (reference, KPS .70) and no postoperative infection (reference, patients
without a postoperative infection).
b

NEUROSURGERY

and among patients receiving complete, incomplete, and no
adjuvant treatment (Breslow test, P , .01; log rank test, P , .01;
respective median survival, 21 months [95% CI, 17 25],
13 months [95% CI, 10 15], and 10 months [95% CI, 8 12]).
Younger patients (,65 years of age) had a longer survival
(median survival, 17 months; 95% CI, 14 19) than patients
$65 years of age (14 months; 95% CI, 11 17), but no significant
differences were shown.
The final Cox regression model showed that patients who
underwent subtotal/partial tumor resection, patients with a KPS
# 70, and patients not developing a postoperative infection were
significantly at risk for death (Table 2).
All patients had infections during the first quarter of their
overall survival period (Table 1). Organism analysis showed
a high prevalence of Staphylococcus aureus (6 cases, 60%). Five
patients presented a surgical abscess; 3 patients had both abscess
and surgical wound infection; and 2 patients had surgical wound
and bone flap infection requiring surgical revision. The analysis of
survival by pathogen and by site of infection did not show any
significant differences; the sample was too small to definitely
conclude anything on the prognostic role of these variables.

DISCUSSION
In the past, infection was the major contributor to morbidity
and mortality rates, occurring after almost all operations.5
Nowadays, in neurosurgical interventions, although the use of
antibiotic prophylaxis could diminish the amount of infections,
0.8% to 7% of patients receiving a clean major craniotomy still
develop this complication.6 After neurosurgical procedures, in
fection most commonly presents as meningitis, empyema,
wound/bone infection, or cerebral abscess. In these cases, mul
tiple operations are often required.7
One of the myths that continues to be perpetrated in neu
rosurgery relates to the observation that a postoperative infection
may actually confer a survival advantage in patients with ma
lignant glial tumors. Until 2009, there had been only case reports
and reviews of patients undergoing surgery for primary malignant
brain tumors who experienced prolonged survival after infection.
Five of these tumors were grade III astrocytomas (survival: .10
years, 10.5 years, .9.75 years, 18 months, and .9 years), and
only 2 cases were GBMs. Survival was 8 years among patients
with grade III gliomas; the 2 patients with GBM survived 5 and
10 years, thus suggesting a strong prognostic impact of infection
on survival.8 12
In 2009, Bohman et al4 published a retrospective review of 17
GBM patients with postoperative infections over a 10 year period
at a single institution. These patients were compared with an age
matched group of 51 patients with GBM treated over the same
time period. The 2 groups (cases and controls) were similar with
respect to age and resection extent. However, other prognostic
factors such as KPS status and type of adjuvant therapy received
were not considered. Overall, no correlation between postoperative
infection and prolonged average lifetime could be detected,
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although subgroup analysis of patients with deep infections showed
a trend toward longer survival. Thus, that retrospective single
center study offered, for the first time, a higher level of evidence of
this ‘‘myth,’’ propelling its findings outside the realm of anecdote
and opinion.
Similarly, we retrospectively analyzed patients affected with
GBM over a long observation period and examined the potential
relationship between postoperative infection and prognosis. In
contrast with Bohman et al,4 our evidence showed a significant
correlation between postoperative infection and prolonged sur
vival. Eight of 10 patients in our series had a deep infection.
Comparison of outcome and patients with wound/bone infection
was therefore not possible.
Many authors formulated hypotheses about the role and in
fluence of biological mechanisms put in action by infections on the
natural history of a primary brain tumor. Bohman et al4 previously
pointed out that having an infection within or near the surgical bed
after tumor removal can actually stimulate the patient’s immune
function and promote a longer survival. A biological rationale that
relates to the capacity of bacterial infections to induce increased
immunity and to evoke a cascade of cytokines and chemokines,
some of which also possess anticancer properties, has been pro
vided. Another hypothetical mechanism could be pointed out as
a sort of antagonistic proliferation: local competition for growth
and survival between tumor cells and other replicating micro
organisms such as bacteria. Therefore, either local competition for
growth and survival between tumor cells and other replicating
microorganisms or local stimulation of immune function resulting
from infection may be detrimental to the tumor. Biotechnology is
attempting to translate this rationale into a therapy by using ge
netically modified bacteria to treat cancer.13 Future trials using
controlled doses and applications of these microorganisms thus
may be able to answer the question related to the perceived ad
vantages of bacterial growth against tumors.
The main limitation of our study is its retrospective, non
randomized nature (these studies may overestimate the effect of
treatments because of attrition, detection, or performance bias)
and the limited number of patients with a postoperative infection.
In our study, many of these biases were avoided because ,3% of
patients were lost to follow up, the outcome and prognostic
variables were standardized, and the completeness and quality of
the data were carefully checked. Another problem with this study
is that patients did not receive the same adjuvant treatment
because standards of care varied during this long period. Most
patients (from 2003 on) received temozolomide. Others received
carmustine/lomustine/cisplatin, procarbazine/lomustine/vincris
tine, intraoperative carmustine wafers, radioimmunotherapy, and
recently avastin. Moreover, patients with and without infection
were temporally equally distributed, which limited differences in
the treatment received and in follow up length. Another potential
source of bias is treatment after recurrence, but this is a problem
for all studies on the prognosis for GBM. Finally, we do not know
the MGMT methylation status of most patients because this
method has been available in our institution since 2007.
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The take home message of this study, which can be applied to
any aspect of neurosurgery, is to do everything possible to prevent
a postoperative wound or cavity infection. The association be
tween infection and prolonged survival is not definitive; we ac
knowledge the considerable difficulties in undertaking this type of
study in a retrospective manner in view of the numerous clinical
variables. A prospective randomized study on this subject is
clearly not possible. Nevertheless, we believe the results of this
study are important and can be used as a stimulus for further
multicentric studies (to increase the number of patients) or for
experimental studies using genetically modified bacteria for the
treatment of GBM.
Disclosure
The authors have no personal financial or institutional interest in any of the
drugs, materials, or devices described in this article.
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COMMENT

T

his article provides a provocative counterpoint to the study of
Bohman et al,1 which found no statistically significant survival
advantage in glioblastoma patients with postoperative infection. De
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Bonis et al provide a retrospective single-center analysis of a smaller
patient sample (197 vs 382 in the Bohman et al study) of which 10
patients developed postoperative bacterial infection for a relatively high
incidence of 5.1%. Among these 10 patients, a significant advantage was
found, consisting of an overall survival of 30 months vs 15 months in the
patients without infection. Because of the small patient numbers, the
authors were unable to provide subgroup analyses (eg, pathogen type,
time to infection, deep vs bone flap infections). This, of course, limits the
reach of the authors’ conclusion but is appropriately acknowledged as
a limitation of their study. In the end, the relationship between postoperative infection and overall survival in GBM patients remains unclear.
Although the authors make a significant contribution to the literature,

major questions remain, including whether survival advantage is influenced by certain bacterial organisms or by deep infections vs bone flap
infections. Ultimately, a need remains for significantly larger retrospective studies that may offer more definitive answers.
Simon Hanft
Jeffrey N. Bruce
New York, New York
1. Bohman LE, Gallardo J, Hankinson TC, et al. The survival impact of postoperative
infection in patients with glioblastoma multiforme. Neurosurgery. 2009;64(5):
828-834.

Toledo
Having been populated since the Bronze Age, Toledo, a municipality located in central Spain, grew in importance during Roman times. After the fall of the
Roman Empire, Toledo served as the capital city of Visigothic Spain, beginning with Liuvigild, and was the capital of Spain until the Moors conquered Iberia in
the 8th century.
After the fall of its golden age, Toledo’s population turned overwhelmingly Muladi, and, because of its central location in the Iberian Peninsula, the city took
a central position in the struggles between the Muslim and Christian rulers of northern Spain. On May 25, 1085, Alfonso VI of Castile took Toledo and
established direct personal control over the Moorish city from which he had been exacting tribute, ending the medieval Taifa’s Kingdom of Toledo. This was
the ﬁrst concrete step taken by the combined kingdom of Leon-Castile in the Reconquista by Christian forces. After Castilian conquest, Toledo continued to be
a major cultural center; its Arab libraries were not pillaged, and a tag-team translation centre was established in which books in Arabic would be translated from
Arabic or Hebrew to Spanish by Arab and Jewish scholars, and from Spanish to Latin by Castilian scholars, thus letting long-lost knowledge spread through
Christian Europe again.
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Rudolph Schrot [rudolph.schrot@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu]
Monday, October 11, 2010 9:11 AM
Eric Mah
Fw:

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rudolph J. Schrot, M.D., M.A.S.
Assistant Professor of Clinical Neurosurgery
Academic Office:
Department of Neurological Surgery
University of California at Davis
4860 Y Street, Suite 3740
Sacramento, CA 95817
Spine and Sacral Clinic:
UC Davis Spine Center
3301 C Street, Suite 1500
Sacramento, CA 95816
Brain Tumor and Cranial Clinic:
UC Davis Cancer Center
Bulkley Building
1508 Alhambra Ave
Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone Numbers:
916-734-8824 (Academic Office)
916-734-6511 (Robert Dillman, Administrative Assistant)
916-734-7463 (Appointments)
(pager)
(cell)
----- Forwarded by Rudolph Schrot/PHY/HS/UCD on 10/11/2010 09:11 AM -----

From:

"Riggins, Patrick" <Patrick.Riggins@fda hhs.gov>

To:

<rudolph.schrot@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu>

Cc:

"Serabian, Mercedes" <mercedes.serabian@fda hhs.gov>, "Puri, Raj K. (FDA/CBER)" <raj.puri@fda hhs.gov>,
"Witten, Celia (CBER)" <celia.witten@fda hhs.gov>, "Simek, Stephanie" <stephanie.simek@fda hhs.gov>,
"Benton, Kimberly" <kimberly.benton@fda hhs.gov>, "Takefman, Daniel" <daniel.takefman@fda hhs.gov>,
"Przepiorka, Donna" <Donna.Przepiorka@fda hhs.gov>, "Goldkind, Sara" <sara.goldkind@fda hhs.gov>, "Nelson,
Robert 'Skip' *" <Robert.Nelson@fda hhs.gov>

Date:

06/11/2008 02:59 PM

Subject:

RE:

1
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Dr. Schrot,
As requested in the discussion between you, me, and Dr. Przepiorka, last
Friday June 6, below are the comments that I had relayed to you
regarding what animal studies will be necessary prior to entering into
the clinic with your proposed therapy.
"The safety of the intended clinical product should be evaluated in an
appropriate preclinical study. The preclinical study design should
include the following:
1. The intended clinical product should be administered into a site that
mimics clinical (i.e., intracranial)
2. Several dose levels that bracket the proposed clinical dose level,
should be used - this means several dose groups of animals
3. An appropriate (vehicle) control group of animal should be included.
4. The dosing schedule should mimic clinical.
5. At least 5 animals/group sacrifice interval should be included.
6. The immune status of the animals should reflect clinical, if
possible.
7. Scheduled sacrifices that are 1) within 24 hours post-last dose and
2) several week post-last dose should be included.
8. Study endpoints should include clinical signs, body weights, general
appetite, hematology, chemistry, gross pathology, histopathology (CNS &
non-CNS tissues), measurement of presence of E. aerogenes in the brain &
other target tissues.
9. Unscheduled deaths should be carefully examined (microscopically &
otherwise) for cause of death.
10. Data should be collected for each animal on study for each study
parameter.
11. A report should be submitted that includes study methodology, study
results (animal data), and the sponsor's analysis & interpretation of
the data."
Additionally, Dr. Przepiorka further pointed out that these animal
studies must show not only safety, but also establish a reasonable proof
of concept in order for this investigational therapy to be introduced
into
patients.
If you have any further questions about any of this, please do not
hesitate to call or email.
Regards,
Pat Riggins
Patrick S. Riggins, Ph.D.
Acting Branch Chief, Regulatory Management Staff
Office of Cellular, Tissue, and Gene Therapies
Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research
2
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Food and Drug Administration
1401 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
Phone: (301)827-5366
Fax: (301)827-9796
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Dr. Schrott:
Thank you for providing a literature review, and product purchase
information along with the pertinent clinical history of your
patient. I have spoken with Dr. Stephanie Simek, Deputy Division
Director of the Office of Cellular, Tissue and Gene Therapies in CBER
and also have forwarded your email to her. She is going to review the
materials and provide you with regulatory guidance regarding single
patient treatment IND or possibly other considerations.
Please look forward to being contacted by Dr. Simek or someone else from
her staff who she may involve in this review. Also, please do not
hesitate to contact me back as needed.
Again, thank you for seeking input from FDA.
Sincerely,
Sara
Sara F. Goldkind, MD, MA
Senior Bioethicist, Good Clinical Practice Program
Office of the Commissioner, Food and Drug Administration
Tel: 301-827-0428; Fax: 301-827-1169
Email: sara.goldkind@fda.hhs.gov
-----Original Message----From: Rudolph Schrot [mailto:rudolph.schrot@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 7:05 PM
To: Goldkind, Sara
Cc: Gould, Barbara; John Anderson; David Asmuth; Alexander Kon; J.paul
Muizelaar; Stuart Cohen
Subject: Re:
experimental protocol
Dear Dr. Goldkind:
We have at UC Davis Medical Center in Sacramento a
with a
pontine glioblastoma who has undergone resection.
tumor has rapidly
grown back. The prognosis for this disease is dismal, with median
survival
of about 1 year.
Treatment options are limited. (Wagner 2006)
There have been some case reports of spontanous disappearance of high
grade
gliomas following coincidental gram negative intracranial infections,
particularly with E. aerogenes. (see the reference by Bowles 1999).
This
is stimulated some interest in the antitumor effect of LPS in the
bacterial
cell walls, and there has been some basic science research in this
regard,
(Chicoine 2001) but no effective treatments have resulted.
Current
xenograft mouse models are immunocompromised, which may mitigate an
immune-mediated antitumor effect.
3
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are very interested in exploring any possible
treatment option which might offer a glimmer of hope. We propose the
following protocol: PROBIOTIC INTRACRANIAL THERAPY FOR MALGNANT GLIOMA.
This would involve stereotactically injecting an antibiotic-sensitive
strain of Enterobacter aerogenes in the vicinity of the tumor and
inducing
a controlled intra/peritumoral infection. We have proposed the protocol
to
the Ethics Committee at UC Davis Medical Center who have given approval
pending IRB review. My understanding from the communication from Dr.
Nelson is that we would work throught CBER within the category of single
patient treatment IND. The bacterial strain would be obtained from the
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC).
Any assistance or guidance in this process would be greatly appreciated.
I
can be reached on my cell phone at (916) 712-1706. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rudy Schrot
(See attached file: Bowles1999.pdf)(See attached file:
Wagner2006.pdf)(See
attached file: chicoine2001.pdf)

Rudolph J. Schrot, MD
Assistant Professor
Department of Neurological Surgery
University of California at Davis
4860 Y Street, Suite 3740
Sacramento, CA 95817
9 - 4 8
(office)
(pager)
(cell)

"Nelson, Robert
'Skip' *"
<Robert.Nelson@fd
To
a.hhs.gov>
<rudolph.schrot@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu>,
"Gould, Barbara"
05/14/2008 02:07

<barbara.gould@fda.hhs.gov>,

PM

"Goldkind, Sara"
<sara.goldkind@fda.hhs.gov>

cc

4
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Subject
Re:

experimental

protocol

Dr. Schrot,
If the product you plan to use is available to you, I would suggest you
proceed under the strategy of innovative treatment rather than research.
I
am not familar with the literature on what you propose. If it os only
available under IND, you would need to work through CBER. There is a
category of single patient treatment IND.
I am copying Sara Goldkind at FDA who could also help you
negotiate the FDA process if this is the direction you decide to go.

Robert "Skip" Nelson, MD PhD
Pediatric Ethicist, Office of Pediatric Therapeutics
Office of the Commissioner, Food and Drug Administration
Tele: 301-827-1522, Fax: 301-827-1017
E-mail: Robert.Nelson@fda.hhs.gov
----- Original Message ----From: Rudolph Schrot <rudolph.schrot@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu>
To: Nelson, Robert 'Skip' *
Sent: Wed May 14 15:57:46 2008
Subject:
experimental protocol

Dear Dr. Nelson:
I spoke with Ms Gould who referred me to you. We have at UC Davis
Medical
Center a
with a malignant glioma, s/p surgical resection.
The
tumor involves the brain stem and pons. The prognosis for this
histology
is dismal, with median survival of 9-12 months. There are some isolated
case reports of tumors which have regressed and led to long term
survival
after concurrent infection with gram negative bacteria.
are
aware of these reports and are looking for any therapy which might offer
a
glimmer of hope
We are proposing an experimental
protocol
for a single patient: PROBIOTIC INTRACRANAL THERAPY FOR MALIGNANT
GLIOMA.
5
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This would involve the installation of Enterobacter aerogenes in the
vicinity of the tumor in a controlled fashion.
I wonder if you might be able t
ome insight as to how to procede
with the IRB application (what
category would this be?) We
have
already had an ad hoc ethics committee meeting at UC Davis Medical
Center
which has given us the thumbs up, pending IRB approval.
Thanks so much.
Rudy Schrot

Rudolph J. Schrot, MD
Assistant Professor
Department of Neurological Surgery
University of California at Davis
4860 Y Street, Suite 3740
Sacramento, CA 95817
916-734-8824 (office)
(pager)
(cell)

6
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PROTOCOL FOR ANIMAL USE & CARE

Protocol #: 15258
Date Expires: 5-Mar-2012

1. Contacts
Primary Investigator

Alternate Contact

Name: Rudolph Schrot

Name:

E-mail: rudolph.schrot@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu
Department: MED: Neurological Surgery

*

E-mail:
Department:

Telephone: 916-734-8824
Telephone:

After
Hours:

After
Hours:
*Primary contact for sick animals

2. Title
Probiotic Intracranial Therapy for Malignant Glioma
3. Protocol Type
Research
4. Species
Common Names Total Number for Study Name of Source of the Animals
rat

122

Harlan

5. Procedures
Some of the animals will be injected with bacteria into the brain to cause an infection.
These bacteria are normal bacteria found in the human intestine. Some of the animals
will be injected with tumor cells into the brain to create brain tumors. Some of the
animals will be injected with both bacteria and tumor cells.
6. Animal Location(s)
Study Area/Laboratory:
Location/Building - Room
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Med Neuroscience Building - 503
Overnight Housing (vivarium):
Vivarium(s)
CLAS: Headquarters
Animals will be maintained by:
Vivarium
7. Special Husbandry Requirements
For animals with intracranial abscess, antibiotics will be added to the drinking water
at doses and schedules to be determined by the veterinarian. Otherwise, there are no
special requirements. Please hold dead animals for investigator. Inform Lee, 7545160 of any dead animals.
8. Will hazardous materials be used in this study?
Yes - Appendix A in Section 19 will be used to gather details regarding work with
hazardous materials.
Type

Material

Location

Infectious Agents Enterobacter aerogenes Lab, Vivarium
9. Special Procedures and/or Activities:
Anesthetics or Tranquilizers
Survival Surgical Procedures
Multiple Major Survival Surgical Procedures
Justification for Multiple Major Survival Surgical Procedures:
Tumors cells need to be allowed to grow for one week before implanting abscessforming culture.
10. Funding and Funding Source
Department of Neurological Surgery

11. What veterinarian or veterinary service(s) will provide care for your
animals?
Campus Veterinary Services
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12. Objectives and Significance:
Objectives:
The object of this study is to demonstrate a therapeutic effect of intracranial infection
with a gram-negative organism on a rat model of glioblastoma. These experiments
will demonstrate a proof of principle that live bacteria can fight brain cancer. There is
a mixed body of literature over the past century which has explored the utility of
using bacteria or bacterial factors in cancer therapy, but no animal studies using live
bacteria in an animal model of brain tumor are available. Clinical evidence of a
therapeutic effect of bacterial infection on brain cancer has been documented. In a
small but notable series, Bowles et al. (1989) documented long-term remissions in
four malignant brain tumors preceded by intracranial infection; in 75% of these cases,
Enterobacter aerogenes was isolated from the wound. We will test the hypothesis that
intracranial infection with live Enterobacter aerogenes has a salutary effect in a
syngeneic rat model of glioblastoma. Kapp enumerated four criteria necessary for a
clinically useful organism in probiotic cancer therapy: “(1) Infection with the
organism should inhibit tumor growth and destroy viable tumor cells. (2) The
organism should not rapidly incite an immune response in the host that is immediately
lethal for the organism. (3) The organism must not induce lethal infection in the host.
(4) The organism should be susceptible to antimicrobial agents, so that the infection
can be controlled once the desired oncolytic effect has occurred.” 2 The specific aims
of our experimental proposal are designed to test these with respect to E. aerogenes as
applied to an intracranial syngeneic rat glioblastoma model, CNS-1/Lewis rat.
Specific Aims:
Specific Aim 1. Quantify the host response to intracranial inoculation of living
cultures of E. aerogenes in the CNS-1/Lewis rat and describe the natural history of
intracranial E. aerogenes infection in the Lewis rat over several inoculation doses.
Specific Aim 2: Hypothesis: The antibiotic Baytril is an effective rescue therapy after
iatrogenic intracranial E. aerogenes infection in the Lewis rat.
Specific Aim 2a. Quantify treatment efficacy of Baytril in the Lewis rat with
intracranial E. aerogenes infection as determined by improved survival times
compared with the natural history of the disease as determined in Specific Aim 1.
Specific Aim 2b. Systematically determine the maximum time interval between
inoculation and rescue therapy that leads to recovery from intracranial infection as
indicated by systemic indicators of infection and survival time.
Specific Aim 3: Hypothesis: Intratumoral inoculation of E. aerogenes in the CNS1/Lewis rat glioblastoma model followed by antibiotic rescue therapy results in
improved survival times compared to uninoculated rats.
Specific Aim 3a. Measure the survival times of the Lewis rat glioblastoma model with
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and without inoculation of E. aerogenes with antibiotic rescue.
Specific Aim 3b. Quantify the changes in intracranial tumor volume after inoculation
through in-vivo small animal MRI imaging and through post-mortem
histopathological examination.
Significance:
Over 13,000 Americans die each year from malignant gliomas. Glioblastoma is an
especially rapidly growing and fatal cancer, with an incidence rate of 3 per 100,000 in
the United States. Current surgical, chemo- and radiotherapies have done relatively
little to halt recurrence and death from disease within 2 years in the vast majority of
cases. Therapeutic responses are measured in weeks or months, and curative
treatments remain elusive.
The historical and modern literature contains numerous examples of apparent
therapeutic responses to bacterial infection in patients with systemic and CNS
malignancy. Using pathogenic organisms to create infections in patients with cancer
challenges current thinking about treatment for glioblastoma. The current standard of
care for glioblastoma includes maximal safe surgical resection, using modern aseptic
surgical techniques, followed by chemotherapy with temozolomide and fractionated
radiotherapy. Prophylactic antibiotics are given prior to surgery and any post-surgical
bacterial infections are viewed as complications and aggressively treated with
antibiotics. Steroids, which are immunosuppressive, are administered in the
perioperative period to control cerebral edema. Adjuvant chemotherapy and
radiotherapy, which are routinely given, also suppress the immune system.
Current management of glioblastoma not only prevents bacterial infection at the time
of surgery, but also suppresses the immune system with the administration of
dexamethasone and chemoradiotherapy, potentially abrogating any therapeutic impact
that intracranial bacterial infection may otherwise have and compromising the host’s
cancer fighting immune system. If certain bacterial species can be shown
experimentally to induce a therapeutic response in glioblastoma, as we will attempt to
demonstrate, a radical rethinking of the therapeutic management strategy for
glioblastoma may ensue, revitalizing the centuries old surgical concept of “laudable
pus.” New avenues of treatment may be explored, including the induction of
controlled intracranial infection with known pathogens or genetically modified
bacteria. Promising results in our pre-clinical investigations could open the door to
FDA approved phase I clinical trials in humans, offering new hope to patients whose
lives are otherwise cut short by this deadly tumor.
13. Literature search for alternatives and unnecessary duplication:
a) Databases:
Database Name Years Covered
Google Scholar

Keywords/Search Strategy

Date

1989-present glioma infection therapy bacteria 21-Jan-2009
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PubMed/Medline 1966-present experimental brain abscess rat

21-Jan-2009

PubMed/Medline 1966-present glioma infection therapy bacteria 21-Jan-2009
b) Results of Literature Search:
No data are available which investigate using live gram negative bacteria as therapy
in malignant glioma in animal models. There is data available on experimental brain
abscess, but these experiments involved a gram positive organism. (Flaris NA, Hickey
WF. Development and characterization of an experimental model of brain abscess in
the rat. Am J Pathol 1992;141:1299-307.) We plan to create an experimental brain
abscess using a gram-negative organism, and furthermore to apply the infection as a
therapy against an experimental model of glioblastoma.
Pain and distress will be minimized during surgical procedures with general
anesthetic, as well as local anesthetic in the area of the incision (lidocaine). Endpoints
after treatment will be when animals have lost 20 percent of starting total body
weight, in order to avoid prolonged suffering. Animals will be euthanized by an
injection of sodium poentobarbital (120 mg/kg intraperitoneal). This method of
euthaniasia was chosen because it provides rapid action with minimal discomfort to
the animal and is consistent with the recommendations of the American Veterinary
Medical Association.
c) Has this study been previously conducted?
No
d) Species Rationale:
We hypothesize that the therapeutic effect of bacteria against an experimental model
of brain abscess will require an intact immune system. We have selected the Lewis
rat, for which a syngeneic tumor cell line exists, the CNS-1 cell line. Therefore, an
experimental model of glioblastoma is created in an animal model possessing an
intact immune system. Furthermore, previous work has described a procedure for
creating an experimental brain abscess in the rat.
The rat brain is sufficiently large to facilitate small animal MRI imaging, which will
be used during the experiments to provide correlative biology of brain tumor growth
and therapeutic response to the bacterial infection.
e) Animal Numbers Justification:
Exploratory or pilot studies: This study aims to demonstrate proof of concept that
intracranial bacterial infection results in improved survival in a rat model of
experimental glioblastoma compared to a control group. The primary outcome is
overall survival. We will require 10 animals per experimental group. This number
was determined based on previously published investigations in rodent models of
experimental glioblastoma. This number is an estimation of the number of data points
needed to show statistical significance, since we do not know the magnitude of the
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therapeutic effect.
Previous publications did not clearly indicate the statistics used, so we performed a
power analysis. A logrank test with 10 animals per group will have 80% power to
detect a 3 fold increase in median survival based on logrank test. 10 rats per group
will show 3-fold increase in survival with a power of 80%.
In order to determine the optimum dosage for Baytril, we will conduct 4 trials of drug
dosages and durations. Based on these results we can determine the efficacy of the
drug and use that dosage on the following experiments.
There are four sets of experiments. In the first set, three experimental groups will be
used. In the second set, four experimental groups are used, and in the third set, four
experimental groups are used, for a total of 11 experimental groups of 10 animals
each, or 110 animals. In the forth set of experiments, animals from Experiment 3 will
be subjected to baseline + weekly MRI scans in the small animal imaging facility.
f) Study Groups and Numbers Table:
Group

Number
Species
of
Animals

Procedures/Treatments

Baytril Dose - 1

rat

3

Animals are inoculated stereotaxically
intracranially with 20 microliters of
bacterial beads under general anesthesia.
On day post surgical day 4 animals are
given Baytril at 10mg/kg once daily for 5
days, then euthanized and culture and
sensitivities will be run on the brain tissue.

Baytril Dose - 2

rat

3

Animals are inoculated stereotaxically
intracranially with 20 microliters of
bacterial beads under general anesthesia.
On day post surgical day 4 animals are
given Baytril at 10mg/kg once daily for 10
days, then euthanized and culture and
sensitivities will be run on the brain tissue.

Baytril Dose - 3

rat

3

Animals are inoculated stereotaxically
intracranially with 20 microliters of
bacterial beads under general anesthesia.
On day post surgical day 4 animals are
given Baytril at 25mg/kg once daily for 5
days, then euthanized and culture and
sensitivities will be run on the brain tissue.

Baytril Dose - 4

rat

3

Animals are inoculated stereotaxically
intracranially with 20 microliters of
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bacterial beads under general anesthesia.
On day post surgical day 4 animals are
given Baytril at 25mg/kg once daily for 10
days, then euthanized and culture and
sensitivities will be run on the brain tissue.
Experiment 1 Group A

rat

10

Animals are innoculated intracranially
with 20µl of bacterial-laden agarose
microbeads under general anesthesia using
a stereotactic frame. Two animals will
have MRI's at weekly intervals.

Experiment 1 Group B

rat

10

Animals are innoculated intracranially
with 40µl of bacterial-laden agarose
microbeads under general anesthesia using
a stereotactic frame. Two animals will
have MRI's at weekly intervals.

Experiment 1 Group C

rat

10

Control group. Animals are innoculated
intracranially with 40µl of sterile agarose
microbeads under general anesthesia using
a stereotactic frame. Two animals will
have MRI's at weekly intervals.

Experiment 2 Group A

rat

10

Antibiotic rescue therapy after
experimental brain abscess. Animals are
inoculated stereotaxically intracranially
with 20 microliters of bacterial beads
under general anesthesia and brain abscess
is allowed to develop. Antibiotics are
given when animals are at 5% weight loss.

Experiment 2 Group B

rat

10

Antibiotic rescue therapy after
experimental brain abscess. Animals are
inoculated stereotaxically intracranially
with 20 microliters of bacterial beads
under general anesthesia and brain abscess
is allowed to develop. Antibiotics are
given when animals are at 10% weight
loss.

Experiment 2 Group C

rat

10

Antibiotic rescue therapy after
experimental brain abscess. Animals are
inoculated stereotaxically intracranially
with 20 microliters of bacterial beads
under general anesthesia and brain abscess
is allowed to develop. Antibiotics are
given when animals are at 15% weight
loss.
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Experiment 2 Group D

rat

10

Antibiotic rescue therapy after
experimental brain abscess-control.
Animals are inoculated stereotaxically
intracranially with 20 microliters of
bacterial beads under general anesthesia
and brain abscess is allowed to develop.
Sterile saline will be injected when
animals are at 10% weight loss.

Experiment 3 Group A

rat

10

Effect of antibiotic rescue after
Enterobacter brain infection in CNS-1
Lewis rats. CNS-1 tumor (5000 cells) are
injected stereotaxically into the brains of
anesthetized animals. Tumors are grown
for 10 days. Then Enterobacter beads (20
micrograms) are injected in the same
location. Antibiotic rescue is applied when
animals reach 10% weight loss (or as
determined from Experiment 2). Animals
will be subjected to baseline + weekly
MRI (maximum of 3).

Experiment 3 Group B

rat

10

Effect of antibiotic rescue after
Enterobacter brain infection in CNS-1
Lewis rats. CNS-1 tumor (5000 cells) are
injected stereotaxically into the brains of
anesthetized animals. Tumors are grown
for 10 days. Then Enterobacter beads (20
micrograms) are injected in the same
location. Vehicle (control for antibiotic
rescue) is applied when animals reach
10% weight loss (or as determined from
Experiment 2). Animals will be subjected
to baseline + weekly MRI (maximum of
3).

Experiment 3 Group C

rat

10

Effect of antibiotic rescue after
Enterobacter brain infection in CNS-1
Lewis rats. CNS-1 tumor (5000 cells) are
injected stereotaxically into the brains of
anesthetized animals. Tumors are grown
for 10 days. Sterile beads(20 micrograms)
are injected in the same location.
Antibiotic rescue is applied when animals
reach 10% weight loss (or as determined
from Experiment 2). Animals will be
subjected to baseline + weekly MRI
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(maximum of 3).
Experiment 3 Group D

rat

10

Effect of antibiotic rescue after
Enterobacter brain infection in CNS-1
Lewis rats. CNS-1 tumor (5000 cells) are
injected stereotaxically into the brains of
anesthetized animals. Tumors are grown
for 10 days. Then Sterile (20 micrograms)
are injected in the same location. Vehicle
is applied when animals reach 10% weight
loss (or as determined from Experiment
2). Animals will be subjected to baseline +
weekly MRI (maximum of 3).

14. Summary of Procedures
a) Describe the use of animals in your project.
Lewis rats in experimental groups of 10 animals are received and maintained on water
and rat chow ad lib.
Design of Individual Experiments.
Baytril Effective Dose Determination: Animals are inoculated stereotaxically
intracranially with 20 microliters of bacterial beads under general anesthesia. On day
post surgical day 4 animals are given Baytril at 10mg/kg or 25mg/kg once daily for 5
days or 10 days, see 13f for details, then euthanized and culture and sensitivities will
be run on the brain tissue.
Experiment 1. (Specific Aim 1): Quantify the host response to intracranial inoculation
of living cultures of E. a rand history of intracranial E. aerogenes erogenes inthe
CNS-1/Lewis at describe the natural infection in the Lewis rat over several
inoculation doses.
Rationale: Clinical evidence of bacterial-mediated tumor regression has depended on
the establishment of actual infection. Numerous host and pathogen-mediated
mechanisms may act in concert to achieve a therapeutic benefit in malignant brain
tumors. Therefore, proof of principal in a preclinical model demands that an infection
be established by the therapeutic organism in the animal model. We have selected the
CNS-1/Lewis rat model. The CNS-1 cell line developed in the inbred Lewis rat by
induction with N-nitroso-N-methylurea. This immune-competent model has
advantages over athymic rodent models for testing potentially immunomodulatory
therapies. CNS-1 is syngeneic and histocompatible the Lewis rat, and bears striking
histologic similarity to human glioblastoma.
Protocol: Our protocol is a modification of that described by Flaris and Hickey (1992)
for experimental brain abscess in the rat. Cultures of E. aerogenes are prepared as
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injectable 50-100micrometer bacteria-laden agarose beads. Sensitivity testing will be
performed on all E. aerogenes cultures obtained from the American Type Culture
Collection (ATCC), including sensitivity to Baytril. Experimental groups of 10 Lewis
rats will be used. Bacteria-laden agarose beads are injected stereotactically into the
striata in experimental groups of 10 rats, including a control group with 40 microliters
of sterile beads, and injections of 20 and 40uL of bacteria-laden beads. Baseline and
daily temperatures will be collected, as well as daily body weight. Animals will be
euthanized when body weight falls to below 20% of baseline. Survival times between
groups will be recorded and Kaplan-Meier survival curves compared by logrank test.
Brains are collected and subjected to descriptive histopathological analysis to confirm
the establishment of infection and correlated with clinical observations.
Potential Problems and Alternatives: It is not known what the time course is for
development of an intracranial abscess in the Lewis rat, and what the mortality rate is
for E.aerogenes brain abscess in the Lewis rat. The timing of animal sacrifice for
histopathological brain studies needs to be further determined. The doses of
Enterobacter aerogenes inocula may be either reduced or increased to produce an
optimal infection. The protocol of Flaris and Hickey[42] employed Staphylococcus
aureus as a pathogen. It is not known whether the protocol will work using
Enterobacter aerogenes. Severe sepsis from the gram-negative organism Enterobacter
aerogenes may kill the animals prior to clear establishment of an intracranial
infection. In this case, lower dosages of bacterial inocula will be given. Alternatively,
a different bacterial species could be employed, such as Enterobacter cloacae. An
alternative strategy may also be to create a systemic infection or bacterial meningitis,
as opposed to a brain abscess, and to develop this alternate approach to therapeutic
iatrogenic infection. It may also be that Enterobacter aerogenes lacks sufficient
virulence in the Lewis rat host, which would prompt a search or more virulent strains
or species.
Experiment 2. (Specific Aim 2a, 2b): Quantify treatment efficacy of the antibiotic
Baytril in Lewis rats with intracranial E. aerogenes infection and determine the
maximum time interval between inoculation and rescue therapy that leads to recovery
from intracranial infection.
Rationale: A probiotic therapeutic effect requires the establishment of infection, but
also requires the administration of effective antibiotic rescue therapy. Treatment of
animals with antibiotics too soon would preclude the therapeutic benefit of infection,
whereas a prolonged delay in treatment could result in the death of the animals. The
time interval for antibiotic rescue will be determined by the natural history of
experimental brain abscess with E. aerogenes in Lewis rats as seen in Experiments 1
and 2.
Protocol: Experimental groups of animals are inoculated with E. aerogenes and
treated with Baytril. Treatment is started when animals exhibit 5, 10, or 15 percent
weight loss for each of the groups and continued over a 2 week time period or as
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determined by the veterinarian. Survival times are plotted as Kaplan-Meier curves and
compared by logrank test to assess the effectiveness of antibiotic rescue therapy.
Potential Problems and Alternatives: The natural history of intracranial E.aerogenes
infection in the Lewis rat is unknown. Animals could rapidly become moribund,
requiring early administration of antibiotics. Alternatively, animals might
spontaneously resolve the infection without requiring any antibiotics. Baytril may not
be an effective agent against E.aerogenes brain abscess. Alternative agents could be
used. It is unknown how long antibiotics need to be administered for therapeutic
effect. The time of antibiotic initiation as well as duration of antibiotics may be
altered to achieve desired antibiotic rescue from infection.
Experiment 3. (Specific Aim 3a): Quantify the survival times of the CNS-1/Lewis rat
glioblastoma model with and without inoculation of E. aerogenes with antibiotic
rescue.
Rationale: This experiment constitutes the proof of concept for probiotic intracranial
therapy with E. aerogenes. The CNS-1/Lewis rat model has been well characterized.
Inoculation of E. aerogenes into the experimental brain tumor site will create an
intracranial (IC) infection. A combination of mechanisms may lead to an oncolytic
effect of the E. aerogenes infection on the experimental CNS-1 glioma in the Lewis
rat, leading ultimately to tumor regression and increased survival compared to
animals without infection. Administration of antibiotics as rescue therapy is necessary
to prevent animals from dying of infection. Previous work measured survival times of
15-22 days (median 17 days) using this brain tumor model. Therefore, infection will
be induced at approximately one week after tumor implantation. Animals will be
treated for infection after 1 week, or as determined by Exp. 1 and 2.
Protocol: Approximately 5000 CNS-1 cells are implanted stereotactically into the
striatum of syngeneic Lewis rats. Tumors will be allowed to develop for 10 days. This
is based on mean survival times of 17 days in this glioblastoma experimental system.
In the experimental group, an optimal volume determined in Experiments 1 and
2(e.g., 40 uL) E. aerogenes in agarose beads or sterile agarose beads will be
stereotactically injected as described above. The coordinates for experimental tumor
and experimental brain abscess will be the same. Control groups will include E.
aerogenes + antibiotic vehicle, sterile agarose beads + antibiotic, and sterile agarose
beads + vehicle. Kaplan-Meier survival curves will be plotted and survival times
between the groups will be compared by logrank test for the primary hypothesis, and
proportional hazards models to assess the effects of the factors in the 2x2 design.
Potential Problems and Alternatives: It is unknown what the optimal timing of rescue
therapy will be. Administration of antibiotics too soon could kill the bacteria and
negate any therapeutic effect of the infection. Waiting too long to administer
antibiotics could result in animal death from the tumor, from the infection, or from
both. The combined burden of tumor and intracranial infection could be rapidly fatal,
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even with prompt rescue therapy. The number of tumor cells implanted may need to
be decreased to rolong the survival of tumor-bearing animals in order to allow time
for the infection to provide a herapeutic effect.
Experiment 4 (Specific Aim3b): Quantify the in intracranial tumor volume after
inoculation through in vivo small animal MRI imaging and through post mortem
histopathological examination.
Rationale: Correlative biology through in vivo imaging allows both tumor progression
and therapeutic response to be quantified non-invasively and followed in individual
animals without requiring animal sacrifice. Cerebral edema will also be monitored.
Experimental and control groups will be compared.
Protocol: Animals from will receive weekly (maximum of 3) MRI scans including a
baseline scan after surgery: Scans will be limited to the following three groups: (1) E.
aerogenes agarose + Baytril; (2) E. aerogenes agarose + vehicle: (3) sterile agarose
beads +. Both T2-weighted (TE=75 msec, TR=4000 msec, 256 X 256 matrix with 4
cm FOV) and diffusion weighted images (DWI) will be obtained from each rat to
assess both tumor volume and associated brain edema and shift. Tumor volume
growth curves between the groups will be described and compared using repeated
measures regression models to assess the therapeutic response to treatment.
Potential Problems and Alternatives: It is not known what the optimal timing and
frequency of imaging will be.
Details of rat surgical procedure: Animals are anesthetized with 4% isoflurane in a
carrier gas of N2O and O2 (2:1), intubated and maintained with 2% isoflurane via a
volume ventilator, and placed in a Kopf stereotaxic apparatus. The head is shaved
with electric clippers and betadine solution applied to the skin. A linear sagittal scalp
incision is made and the scalp is reflected laterally. The stereotaxic coordinates are 1.0 mm Bregma, 3.0 mm left lateral, 5.5 mm depth. A 2 mm burr hole is drilled and
the dura opened. A 27-guage needle of a 50-um Hamilton syringe is inserted
perpendicular into the brain parenchyma at the coordinates. Twenty or 40 ul of
Enterobacter aerogenes agarose beads are injected over 15 seconds, and the needle is
slowly withdrawn to avoid spread of infection to the CSF space. The hole is sealed
with bone wax. The scalp is then sutured, bacitracin is applied over the incision, and
the animal is extubated.
For creation of brain tumor model, CNS-1 tumor inoculation: About 5,000 rat CNS-1
cells are injected sterotactically into the striatum of syngeneic Lewis rats using the
method described above for creation of experimental brain abscess.
Procedure for rat MRIs: Anesthetized and mechanically ventilated animals will be
placed supine in a specially designed Plexiglas cradle and head-holder, with the head
(e.g., brain) positioned over a Bruker singled-tuned 1H mini-surface coil with active
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rf decoupling. A respiratory monitor will be positioned on the rat’s chest and used to
gate radio-frequency (rf) pulse sequences in order to reduce movement artifacts. Body
temperature will be monitored with an MRI-compatible rectal micro-thermocouple
(Physiotemp, Clifton, NJ) and maintained at 37 +/- .5º C by adjustable circulatingwater heating pad under the rat. After completion of the brain imaging experiments all
rats will be extubated and returned to the vivarium.
Approved Amendments
Date Approved Purpose
03-11-2011

change alt. contact

Uploaded File(s):
DocUpload-01-Schrot9176 Procedures.pdf
DocUpload-02-Schrot9176 Procedures.pdf
b) Drugs to be used (except for euthanasia) - anesthetics, analgesics,
neuromuscular blocking agents, antibiotics and/or experimental compounds:
Will drugs be used in this study? Yes
Species

Drug

Dose

Route

When and how often will it
be given?

rat

isoflurane

2% in oxygen
2L/min

Inhalation

during induction and
maintenance of anesthesia

rat

Marcaine

1/2 cc of
0.25%

Intradermal

prior to skin incision during
surgical procedures

rat

Baytril
Injectable

10-25 mg/kg

Subcutaneous
(SC)

once daily for 10 days

c) Anesthesia Monitoring:
Anesthesia is assessed using a toe pinch test. Additional inhalational agent is used as
needed during surgical procedures and MRI scanning. Anesthesia is kept light enough
to allow spontaneous breathing during the MRI.
d) Post-Anesthetic Monitoring:
Animals are allowed to recover from surgical procedures in the lab until reasonably
alert, at which time the animals are returned to the vivarium.
e) Surgery:
i) Location(s):
Building

Room

Surgeon(s)

Med Neuroscience Building 503 Schrot,
ii) Post-Surgical Monitoring:
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a) Please identify the parameters monitored, and interval(s) and for what duration of
monitoring.
After animals have recovered from the anesthetic, animals are returned to the
vivarium. Daily weight will be obtained. Behavior will be noted. Wounds will be
inspected for signs of infection.
b) When will analgesics be administered and at what interval(s)?
>Local anesthesia is used at the time of surgery to numb the skin. No additional
analgesics will be given.
c) If post-operative analgesics cannot be given, please provide scientific justification.
No additional analgesics will be given Production of a brain abscess or brain tumor is
not typically associated with pain, since the brain has no nerve endings.
Acetaminophen or NSAIDS can potentially interfere with cytokine release and the
therapeutic benefit from infection. A febrile response may also be beneficial in tumor
therapy with bacteria, and acetaminophen can interfere with the normal febrile
response The use of narcotics can depress the sensorium and cause behavioral change
which may be difficult to distinguish from tumor or infection-related neurologic
decline.
15. Adverse Effects:
a. Describe all significant adverse effects that may be encountered during the study.
Adverse events include symptoms related to increased intracranial pressure, or focal
neurologic deficit from tumor or brain abscess formation, or from cerebral edema.
These events could include listlessness, decreased feeding behavior, hemiparesis, or
seizures. Severe sepsis with respiratory and cardiovascular failure could result from
systemic gram negative bacteremia.
b. Describe criteria for monitoring the well-being of animals on the study and criteria
for terminating/modifying the procedure(s) if adverse effects are observed.
Animals are monitored in the vivarium with daily weights and behavioral
assessments. Some morbidity is expected from induction of experimental brain
abscesses.
Some of the common symptoms of pain include not grooming, or excessive
grooming. The rat could also rub the painful area or scratch it excessively. Being very
quiet and not moving around are also subtle symptoms of pain. They might hide the
back part of the cage away from light and/or try to bury their heads in the bedding.
Not eating is the most obvious way to tell than an animal is in pain. Weighing the
animal daily after surgery is the best way to determine if the rat is eating.
Rats also get a red exudate around their eyes and nostrils when they are stressed. So it
is not uncommon to see this when they are in pain.
c. How will the signs listed above be ameliorated or alleviated?
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Animals with experimental brain abscess with signs listed above may be administered
antibiotics sooner than scheduled according to the protocol. Other options to be
considered in consultation with the veterinarian include the administration of
anitepileptic medications or corticosteroids to treat seizures or cerebral edema,
respectively. We will follow the IACUC Policy on Humane Endpoints
(http://safetyservices.ucdavis.edu/iacuc/policies/humane-endpoints).
d. Study endpoints:
The study endpoints include the overall survival times of each experimental group.
Animals will be euthanized if they have shown signs discussed in the Humane
Endpoints policy (like loss of >20% of body weight, etc). Additional outcome
measures will include daily core temperatures (rectal) and blood glucose as measured
by Accu-check (tail prick). The first animals from each of the two first experimental
groups (Experiment 1 group A and B) will serve as pilot animals to assess the natural
history of experimental brain abscess with Enterobacter aerogenes as measured by
daily weight, temperature, and blood glucose and to work out an assessment scoring
method and establish endpoints. Additional criteria for moribund animals will include
core temperature less than 34 degrees Celsius and blood glucose levels less than 2
mmol/L. Animals which remain moribund for > 72 hours, despite antibiotic rescue
therapy, will be euthanized.
16. Methods of Euthanasia:
Specie
Method
s
rat

Drug

Dose

Route

Overdos
sodium
100mg/k Intraperitonea
e
pentobarbita
g
l (IP)
l

Justification for Physical
Methods
N/A

17. Disposition of Animals:
All animals will be euthanized.
18. Project Roster:

Name

E-mail

Occupati
ACU
onal
101 Qualifications/Expe
Health
Trainin
rience
Participat
g
ion
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Rognlie-Howes,
Elizabeth L.

elrognliehowes@ucdavis.e
du

7-May2008

2-Oct2009

9 years experience
working with
rodents; surgeries
and behavior testing.
Has completed
ACU101 and lab
safety class. Lab
manager for
Neurological
Surgery.

Schrot, Rudolph

rudolph.schrot@ucdmc.uc
davis.edu

22-Dec2005

7-Jan2009

Neurological
Surgery Assistant
Professor. 8 years of
residency training
and 5 years of
experience as an
attending
neurosurgeon.
Laboratory
experience in glioma
cell culture and
histopathologic
techniques. Has
completed ACU101
and lab safety class.

Protocol #15258 - Appendix A - Room/Lab Safety Information
1. Material(s):
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Enterobacter aerogenes
2. Provide a short description of the agent:
CNS-1 tumor line is a syngenic glioblastomic tumor derived from Lewis rats. It will
be maintained in cell culture and implanted in Lewis rat brains. It has no toxicity in
humans. E. aerogenes - gram negative commensal organism normally found in human
intestine and is known to cause opportunistic infections in immunocompromised and
hospitalize patients. It is a biosafety level one organism.
3. This agent/material is hazardous for:
Humans and Animals
For which animal species?
rat
4. The agent can be spread by:
Feces/Urine
5. Describe any human health risk associated with this agent:
Risk of opportunistic infection in immunocompromised people
6. The precautions below apply to this experiment:
a. The following items must be assumed to be contaminated with hazardous material
and must be handled only by the researcher or his/her technicians:
b. Cages must be autoclaved before cleaning - No
c. Label cages and remove label after decontamination - No
d. Animal carcasses must be labeled and disposed of as follows:
Incineration
e. All contaminated waste (soiled bedding or other animal waste) must be properly
labeled and disposed of as follows:
f. The researcher or his/her technicians are responsible for the feeding and care of
these animals - No
7. Personal Protective Equipment Required:
a. The following personal protective equipment must be worn/used in the room:
Lab Coat/Coveralls
Disposable Gloves
Eye Protection/Face Shield
b. Personal protective equipment must be removed before leaving the room - Yes
c. Personal protective equipment must be discarded or decontaminated at the end of
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the project - No
d. Hands and arms must be thoroughly washed upon leaving the room - Yes
e. Full shower, including washing of hair, must be taken upon leaving the room - No
f. Decontaminate Room (Inform vivarium area supervisor when cage and/or room can
be returned to general use) - No
8. Provide any other information needed to safely work in this room:
Information sheets will be provided and made available to personnel on E. aerogenes.
Assurances for the Humane Care and Use of Vertebrate Animals:
I have read and agree to abide by the UC Davis Policy and Procedure Manual
section 290-30 (Animal Care and Use). This project will be conducted in accordance
with the ILAR Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and the UC
Davis Animal Welfare Assurance on file with the US Public Health Service. I will
abide by all Federal, State, and local laws and regulations dealing with the use of
animals in research.
I will advise the IACUC in writing of any significant changes in the procedures or
personnel involved in this project.
I have read and agree with the above statements.
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TO:
Karen Smith, RN
Robert O’Donnell, MD, PhD
Stuart H. Cohen, MD
Praveen Prasad, MD
March 9, 2011
RE: Treatment of newly diagnosed and recurrent glioblastoma using an intentional wound infection
(Probiotic Intracranial Therapy) surgical technique
Dear Committee member:
Thank you for agreeing to serve on this ad hoc Ethics Committee at the behest of Fred Meyers, MD,
MACP, Executive Associate Dean of the UC Davis School of Medicine. You are asked to review the
proposed clinical activity within the Department of Neurological Surgery. We request to
temporarily continue our informal clinical activities with intentional wound infection according to
our best clinical judgment and current experience with the method, with the understanding that we
will work to develop an IRB‐approved formal protocol.
Sincerely,
Rudolph J. Schrot, MD, MAS
J. Paul Muizelaar, MD, PhD
Prospectus
Whereas a newly diagnosed glioblastoma patient with an especially poor prognosis has specifically
requested to come to UC Davis Medical Center to receive urgent probiotic intracranial therapy;
whereas Drs. Muizelaar and Schrot already have experience with this method and have
demonstrated a positive response; and whereas Drs. Muizelaar and Schrot have treated the first 3
patients with the understanding that special permission was granted by the hospital administration
to apply this technique, this ad hoc Ethics Committee has been assembled to make a
recommendation to the Dean and/or the IRB administration regarding the ethics of urgently
treating this patient in the absence of a formal IRB protocol and also, by extension, treating several
other glioblastoma patients (no more than 5) who request the treatment. We ask that you consider
the information contained herein.
Proposed treatment: We plan to intentionally inoculate the tumor cavity with live bacterial
cultures of Enterobacter aerogenes at the time of operation or reoperation and withhold antibiotic
treatment when clinically feasible. In this way, we are enlisting Enterobacter aerogenes in the
creation of a chronic surgical wound infection. We have preliminary experience with this method in
3 patients deemed to have a very poor prognosis, and we propose to use the same method in a
limited number of future patients until such time as a formal IRB approved research protocol is in
place.
1
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Method: Purified cultures of E. aerogenes are maintained in the laboratory of Lorena Navarro, PhD,
Assistant Professor of Microbiology. Enterobacter aerogenes (E. aero) were obtained from ATCC
(Manassas, VA) and stored at ‐80ºC. 48 hours prior to experimental use, a clean pipette tip is used
to scrape the frozen stock, streak it across an LB agar plate, and incubate the plate at 30ºC
overnight. A single colony from the plate is used to inoculate an autoclaved flask of 200 mL LB
broth. The flask is shaken overnight at 30ºC and approximate bacterial numbers determined the
following day by reading the optical density at 600 nm and using the relation: 2.943 AU
(absorbance units) = 2.75 x 109 CFU (colony forming units) / mL. The E. aerogenes suspension is
then transferred to sterile 50 mL conical tubes, sealed, and transported to the surgical site. At the
time of surgery, Gelfoam® implants (2x2 cm) and the bone flap are soaked in the bacterial
suspension and implanted at the time of surgery. The bone flap is replaced. Antibiotics are withheld
until such time that they are needed as rescue therapy. Additional supportive measures following
surgery include the use of glucocorticoids and mineralocorticoids, and the use of GM‐CSF to
stimulate white blood cell production in clinical situations of relative leucopenia. The E. aerogenes
cultures are of known antibiotic sensitivity and pan‐sensitive to antibiotics effective against gram
negative organisms.
Background:
Glioblastoma is a devastating diagnosis. Little progress has been made in stemming the relentless
progression of disease. Optimal management includes maximal safe surgical resection, followed by
6 weeks of radiation therapy with adjuvant temozolomide chemotherapy.1 Even with optimal
treatment, the median survival is only 12‐15 months, hardly a therapeutic victory. For patients
with very suboptimal resections, such as those tumors that cross the midline, are multifocal, or
involve eloquent speech and motor areas, survival time is even shorter.2 Not much time passes
before a patient’s status changes from newly diagnosed to recurrent. Those patients that do beat
the odds and survive over 2 years face progressive cognitive decline from the late term effects of
radiation therapy.3
Neurosurgeons have long been aware of anecdotal long‐term survivors of glioblastoma who had
coincidentally developed wound infections, and in fact this beneficial effect of wound infection in
prolonging survival is widely accepted.4 An association between infection and tumor regression has
been known for hundreds of years.5, 6 Prior to modern aseptic surgical technique, “laudable pus”
was heralded as clinically favorable following surgical procedures for cancer, and surgical
textbooks antedating the antibiotic era even recommended intentional wound infection in cancer
operations.6 Dr. William Coley, a surgeon at the New York Hospital, pioneered the use of probiotic
agents against cancer at the turn of the 20th century. He noted regression of soft tissue sarcomas in
patients who developed erysipelas, which led to the development of Coley’s toxin, a cocktail of heat‐
killed Staphylococcus and Serratia.5 The antibiotic era, with the proliferation of antimicrobial
agents between 1945 and 1970, as well as refinements surgical technique, ushered in war against
infectious agents by the medical establishment. However, some have suggested that
microorganisms normally help eradicate cancer and that efforts at infection treatment and
antisepsis have brought about a progressive rise in cancer rates.7
In 1999, Bowles et al created a stir when they reported a series of infection‐related brain tumor
cures.8 In this series, there was 1 malignant meningioma, 1 glioblastoma, and 2 anaplastic
astrocytomas. All had all developed post‐surgical infection, confirming what many neurosurgeons
have suspected all along. Three cases involved bone flap infection overlying the tumor and one case
involved meningitis and ventriculitis. In 3 of the 4 cases, Enterobacter aerogenes was isolated from
2
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the wound. Additional anecdotal reports support this phenomenon6, 9‐11, prompting a retrospective
study at Columbia University to examine the survival of glioblastoma patients who developed post‐
operative infections (N=18).4 Although no statistically significant difference was seen in the overall
group, a subgroup analysis revealed improved survival in those patients with deep infections.
(p=0.08) The study was flawed in that all of the infections encountered in the subjects were
aggressively treated, unlike the chronic infections described anecdotally. Furthermore, 94% of the
infections were gram positive. Gram‐negative wound infections are much less common, yet have
been associated more commonly with cancer regression.
It is significant that Bowles et al isolated Enterobacter aerogenes from 75% of the cases in their
series. Gram‐negative organisms contain lipopolysaccharide in their cell walls, which has been
shown to result in experimental regression of gliomas in a mouse model.12 Furthermore, some
Enterobacteriacea elaborate exotoxins that have been shown to selectively inhibit the growth of
astrocytoma cells.13 Lind and colleagues note that certain gram‐negative bacteria can invade both
endothelial cells and macrophages and they suggest that a predilection for tumor‐associated
neovascularity among gram‐negative organisms may explain this tropism.14 Another important
feature of infection‐related cancer remission is the chronicity of the infections. Few clinically
encountered infections are left untreated today.
Work by Francis Conley provides the most direct pre‐clinical model of the effect of intracranial
infection in a brain tumor model, albeit for a different tumor histology and organism. Intracranial
tumor was modeled in a mouse using a syngeneic sarcoma cell line. Mice injected intracranially
with Corynebacterium parvum, a gram positive bacteria, had significantly increased survival
compared to uninfected mice.15 Hepnner and Mose described the intracarotid injections of the
spores of non‐pathogenic Clostridium, a gram‐positive rod, in 49 glioblastoma patients, producing a
putrid abscess which they then rapidly treated. They report that no survival benefit was
conferred.16 There is no pre‐clinical data on the use of gram‐negative organisms to create chronic
infectious states.
Clinical Experience at UC Davis Medical Center:
We have used the intentional wound infection surgical technique (a.k.a. Probiotic Intracranial
Therapy) in the course of clinical treatment of three patients with glioblastoma at UC Davis within
the past year. The details of these cases are presented below.
Case 1. A
was diagnosed with GBM in 2010.
underwent a resection of a left
frontal mass with placement of Gliadel wafers, followed by adjuvant chemo and radiation therapy.
In
2010, developed a recurrence in the pons that was treated with Avastin, but the
treatment was complicated by an M.I.
was offered hospice in the face of rapidly progressing
hemiparesis.
presented to our clinic in
2010. After a discussion with IRB staff, it was
felt that the use of the probiotic surgical technique of intentional wound infection with E. aerogenes
would fall outside the purview of IRB for the purposes of treating this patient according to the best
clinical judgment of the treating surgeons.
On
10, after extensive informed consent, as well as discussions with hospital administrative
staff, the patient was taken to the operating room for left subtemporal craniotomy and implantation
of E. aerogenes cultures (3.6 x 109 CFU/ml) in the pontine tumor focus, in addition to contamination
and reimplantation of the bone flap. The frozen section revealed glioblastoma. Four hours after
surgery the patient developed an acute febrile response, with tachycardia and a need for re‐
3
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intubation. Antibiotic rescue therapy was initiated,
and stopped after 4 days. Mineralocorticoid support
was added, as well as GM‐CSF to counter leucopenia.
An MRS three weeks after surgery revealed the
apparent absence of tumor signal within the pontine
focus and replacement with an abscess. An indium‐
111 tagged white blood cell study was done on
/10 and revealed accumulation of white cells
intracranially and in the pons, consistent
with the probiotic treatment. The patient
had a waxing and waning course, but
eventually stopped following commands,
after which time full‐scale antibiotic
rescue therapy was re‐started.
Stereotactic aspiration of the pons on
/10, one month after
a, but no growth on culture. The patient
failed to improve and a new MRI showed apparent tumor progression. The family opted to
withdraw support on
/10 and consented to an autopsy. Post‐mortem exam revealed
progressive glioblastoma, however in the area of the pons where the probiotic was placed, the
tumor cells were oddly negative for GFAP, a hallmark of glioblastoma, suggesting a phenotypic
change to a more differentiated state in this subpopulation of cells.
Case 2. A
was diagnosed with glioblastoma after
presented in
2010 with a
right frontal intracerebral hemorrhage.
underwent gross total resection and implantation of
Gliadel wafers on
/10, followed after a 4‐month delay by a course of standard IMRT
fractionated radiation to a 2 cm margin with adjuvant temozolomide, completed on
/10.
During and immediately after
radiation
noted a decline in cognitive function with memory
loss and word finding problems and progressive left hemiparesis. Post‐treatment. Imaging revealed
tumor progression in a “butterfly” pattern extension across the corpus callosum and multifocal
involvement with a contralateral satellite lesion of the posterior temporal lobe. The oncology team
felt that
had failed standard treatment and
was placed on hospice, under the assumption
that no additional therapy would be effective in light of r rapidly progressive and multifocal
disease and that
survival was expected to be six months or less.
At the time of follow‐up in our clinic on
/2011,
was offered the option of probiotic
intracranial therapy with Enterobacter aerogenes. Additional discussion with IRB and hospital
administrative staff was carried out, and detailed informed consent with the patient and family was
accomplished. On
/10
underwent re‐do right frontal craniotomy, partial tumor resection,
and implantation of Gelfoam soaked in E. aerogenes suspension (3.3 x 109 CFU/ml), as well as re‐
implantation of the bone flap which was also soaked in bacterial solution. The frozen section
revealed glioblastoma. Following the procedure,
developed an acute febrile response to 39.9 at
4 hours post‐op, as observed in Case 1, however antibiotic rescue therapy was not administered.
immune response was supported with GM‐CSF until r WBC normalized, and
was weaned
from steroids.
developed an expressive aphasia post‐operatively, which improved over time.
baseline right hemiparesis was unchanged. Percutaneous aspiration a subgaleal fluid collection
on
/10 revealed positive cultures of Enterobacter aerogenes, indicating an active infection. No
antibiotic therapy has been necessary in this patient.
was discharged to a nursing home on
/10, one month after
probiotic therapy surgery. After discharge, the cranial wound
4
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developed external signs of infection with some purulent drainage from the wound, but antibiotics
were still withheld.
very gradually began to improve at the nursing home, with increased
participation in physical therapy, and communicative ability, and was noted to be using
phone
to send text messages.
spirits were excellent. Because
had improved from a dependent
assistance/maximum assistance level to moderate assistance‐minimum assistance,
was
transferred on
/11 to UC Davis for inpatient rehab in anticipation of going home to live with
A follow‐up MRI/MRS was done on
/11 and revealed a marked
therapeutic response, with greatly
iminished involvement of the corpus
callosum, decreased mass effect on the
lateral ventricle, and disappearance of the
contralateral satellite lesion. MRS showed
areas consistent both with persistent
tumor and with abscess. Indium‐111
WBC to the resection cavity.
Case 3. A
with h/o HTN, depression, and asthma presented to the ED with stabbing
neck pain which has been going down
right arm and with tingling in r right hand for 3 weeks,
two episodes of LE weakness resulting in falls, and nausea and vomiting. r clinical history was
consistent with new onset seizure. The patient was neurologically intact on exam. Imaging revealed
a large right temporal tumor consistent with a glioblastoma on imaging. The likely diagnosis and
expected prognosis was discussed extensively with the patient and r family, and the standard
treatment was discussed, which involves resection and adjuvant chemo/radiation. The option of
intentional wound contamination with E. aerogenes, and our previous clinical experience with Case
1 and 2, was also discussed. The patient and family were interested in having the wound
contaminated at the time of surgery. After discussion with hospital administrative staff, an
extensive informed consent was accomplished with the patient and r family.
On
11, the patient underwent right temporal craniotomy and gross total resection of the tumor
via a right temporal lobectomy. An Ommaya reservoir was implanted in the resection cavity in
order to allow percutaneous aspiration of an abscess in the resection cavity, if necessary. The frozen
section diagnosis was glioblastoma. At the conclusion of the case, Gelfoam implants soaked in E.
aerogenes suspension (3.3 x 109 CFU/ml) were implanted along the posterior resection cavity
margin. The bone flap was soaked in bacterial suspension and re‐implanted. Following surgery, the
patient developed a predictable febrile response 4 hours after surgery. Antibiotics have been
withheld. The patient became encephalopathic post‐operatively for several days.
has been
supported with blood transfusions, GM‐CSF, and steroids. By POD#5,
exam has greatly
improved, and
is now alert, communicative, and briskly following commands. Although
has
good spontaneous breathing,
has remained intubated because of concern for airway edema.
has remained hemodynamically stable.It is too early to draw any conclusion about the effectiveness
or risks of probiotic intracranial therapy in Case 3.
Regulatory Issues: Probiotics are live microorganisms that are felt to be beneficial to the host
organism. The current definition was adopted by the Food and Agriculture Organization and the
World Health Organization of the United Nations: “Live microorganisms which when administered
in adequate amounts confer a health benefit on the host".17 Probiotics in this sense commonly refer
5
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to live microorganisms used as food additives, commonly referred to as “friendly bacteria”. These
microorganisms are endogenous human gastrointestinal flora and are unaltered in any way.
Similarly, the surgical technique of intentional wound infection we employ utilizes cultures of an
endogenous species that is ubiquitous in the human gastrointestinal tract and non‐pathogenic in
healthy subjects. The organism has not been attenuated or genetically altered in any way. The FDA
considers live biotherapeutic products as biological products regulated under Section 351 of the
Public Health Service Act 41 U.S.C. 262, and as drugs that are “intended for use in the diagnosis,
cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease in man or other animal (Federal Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act of 1938).18 Live biotherapeutic products therefore require an Investigational New
Drug Application (IND) for use in research subjects. Use of biologics is furthermore regulated by
interstate commerce under the Public Health Service Act, Section 351. Production of live
biotherapeutic products occur in a GMP facility according to high standards of purity.
We feel however that enlisting the endogenous organism E. aerogenes cultures to create an
intentional surgical wound infection lies in a grey area in terms of FDA regulation. It is difficult to
accurately quantify the dosing of the bacteria, especially in the case of soaking a bone flap in
solution prior to re‐implantation, and varying numbers of CFUs will be implanted. Our treatment
method, unlike the paradigm of targeted drug therapy, is essentially non‐mechanistic and uses an
endogenous organism to produce a beneficial health effect (boosting the immune system to fight
cancer), similar to the claims promoted for probiotic food additives, which are not currently
considered drugs according to the FDA nor regulated as such. Nevertheless, we are using E.
aerogenes in a specific way to treat malignant glioma, and we will develop a formal clinical research
trial protocol in the near future. We will explore the need for an IND application to accompany a
formal IRB‐approved clinical trial at that time.
Conclusion:
Probiotic Intracranial Therapy with an endogenous gram‐negative organism, Enterobacter
aerogenes, is a promising but unproven therapeutic option for patients with malignant glioma. The
rational for intentional wound infection is based on anecdotal case reports in the literature,
supported by limited mechanistic and pre‐clinical data. If intentional wound infections are similar
to the accidental infections that have been reported in long‐term survivors, complete cure of the
disease is a distinct possibility. For all we do to prevent infection in the operating room, this
technique is relatively simple to perform and largely involves, in addition to bacterial inoculation,
suppressing the urge to treat the infection. Importantly, we have at UC Davis the only experience in
the world, to our knowledge, of the use of this technique. The creation of intentional wound
infections is a high‐risk prospect. Nevertheless, the overwhelmingly poor prognosis of the
glioblastoma diagnosis warrants drastic and high‐risk measures, which, if successful, hold the
promise of a cure. Furthermore, our clinical experience thus far has demonstrated an limited
imaging and histopathologic response in Case 1, and a robust imaging and clinical response in Case
2. In Case 3 it is too early to draw conclusions, however the patient is currently doing very well and
rapidly recovering from the treatment stress. None of the patients have developed sepsis or
meningitis. We propose that on ethical grounds, in light of the dismal prognosis for glioblastoma,
additional judicious use of the method in a limited number of patients is warranted.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rudolph Schrot [rudolph.schrot@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu]
Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:41 AM
Eric Mah
David Asmuth; John Anderson (john.anderson@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu);
j.paul.muizelaar@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu
Re: Cease and Desist: Probiotic Treatment

Dear Eric:
I am in receipt of this email and I confirm that we will cease and desist our clinical use of probiotic treatment pending
further IRB review.
Rudolph J. Schrot, M.D., M.A.S.
Assistant Professor of Clinical Neurosurgery

From:

Eric Mah <ecmah@ucdavis.edu>

To:

"Rudolph Schrot (rudolph.schrot@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu)" <rudolph.schrot@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu>

Cc:

"j.paul.muizelaar@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu" <j.paul.muizelaar@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu>, David Asmuth <david.asmuth@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu>, "John Anderson
(john.anderson@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu)" <john.anderson@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu>

Date:

03/17/2011 10:18 AM

Subject: Cease and Desist: Probiotic Treatment

Dear Dr. Schrot,
As a follow up to our meeting yesterday, please confirm (by replying to this email) your agreement to cease all activities
using the probiotic treatment. Any additional activity will require review by the IRB and/or IRB Chair.
Thank you.
Eric C. Mah
Director, IRB Administration
Acting Director, Research Compliance & Integrity
Office of Research
University of California, Davis
916.703.9157
ecmah@ucdavis.edu
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CONFIDENTIAL
Response to IRB Communication Re: “Probiotic Intracranial Therapy for Malignant
Glioma”
September 22, 2011
Dear Drs. Asmuth and Anderson:
I have received the confidential communication from the IRB dated September 16,
2011. I will provide the required information to the IRB as requested and I have
halted all enrollment of new subjects in any study protocols for which I serve as the
PI pending further review of these protocols by the IRB.
Based on my initial and subsequent communications with the Director, my
understanding was that we were cautiously advised to proceed in the treatment of
both patients #1 and #2 with bacteria, and that FDA approval or IRB review was not
necessary for these 2 patients (see Emails #1 and #2). Email #2 states “Because it is
FDA guidance and not regulation, I am going to repeat the advice I offered you
previously… [i.e. to proceed without FDA approval or IRB review]… with one
important caveat…if you anticipate another future patient will need this
unconventional/innovative treatment, I recommend a treatment IND application be
submitted to FDA and the protocol undergo IRB review prior to the next procedure
[i.e. >2 procedures, my italics].” My reading of Email # 2 was that FDA approval and
IRB review was strongly advised if the treatment of more than 2 patients, but that in
fact we had clearance to treat these 2 anecdotal patients without FDA clearance and
IRB review.
We made the clinical judgment that we had some latitude to act in the treatment of
patient #3 (especially since a precedent had been set in treating the first 2 patients
and because the second patient did so well). Furthermore, we were not acting in
isolation. I discussed our plan for treatment of each patient with Dr. Muizelaar, who
is himself a seasoned senior clinical researcher, having served as PI on numerous
clinical trials and as the director for numerous DSMBs for the NIH and the Veterans’
Administration. Dr. Muizelaar had in turn discussed the proposed treatment with
the leadership of the medical center and the medical school, prior to treating both
patient’s #2 and #3, and he communicated to me that we should proceed. We
provided full informed consent to all the patients and families. My intention was not
to defy the recommendations of the Director or to flaunt the policies of the IRB. It
seems to me now based on the findings communicated by the IRB that it was not the
intention of the Director that more than even a single patient would be treated.
Obviously a serious miscommunication occurred.
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I did not intend to supply inaccurate information to the IRB regarding the source of
the biologic. My understanding at the time was that the bacteria were, in fact,
“locally‐grown”. Dr Lorena Navarro, Assistant Professor of Microbiology, ordered
the bacteria over 3 years ago and maintained the cultures in her laboratory in Briggs
Hall in Davis. Dr. Navarro collaborated with us in the preclinical work, and provided
the cultures that were used to prepare the bacteria for human use in her laboratory,
and was aware of any and all clinical use of the bacteria. I understood that the
bacteria were locally obtained, coming from Dr. Navarro’s lab. I did not explore the
importance of the ultimate source of the seed cultures with the Director at the time
that I sought guidance from the IRB in proceeding with clinical use. I regret that this
technical issue was not further discussed from the outset and it reflects my
incomplete understanding of the definition of a locally obtained drug or biologic.
Our use of the bacteria was not part of any defined research protocol, and our
clinical use of the bacteria was purely anecdotal. Our motivation was to help these
patients who were faced with a rapidly fatal disease, glioblastoma, for which there is
no cure. Nevertheless, because this clinical use is being considered research, we
agree that publication of these patients as case reports is not appropriate without
the full review and approval of the UC Davis IRB. Of note, patient #2 has survived
up to 4 times
estimated prognosis at the time of treatment. We recognize an
ethical dilemma in withholding information about a potentially life‐saving treatment
from the world, and we hope that the IRB shares our enthusiasm for properly
practiced pre‐clinical and clinical research in this area.
To ensure that I have no role in such non‐compliance issues in the future, I am
motivated to deepen my understanding and compliance with good clinical practice
in human subjects research. I am aware of a “2 day boot camp” sponsored by the
NIH, and will ask Dr. Muizelaar for protected time to pursue such supplemental
education.
Sincerely,
Rudolph J. Schrot
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J. Paul Muizelaar, MD, PhD

IRB Protocol #

Title

Role

233486-1

Pediatric Traumatic Brain Injury Consortium:
Hypothermia

Co-Principal
Investigator

13

200917517-2

Analysis of Traumatic Brain Injury Outcomes
and External Validation of Published
Prognostic Models
Retrospective Analysis of EVD-related
infections

Co-Principal
Investigator

1254

Co-Principal
Investigator

2000

A Randomized, Double-blind, Placebocontrolled, Dose-escalation study of NNZ2566 in Patients with Traumatic Brain Injury
(INTREPID-2566 Study)
Mobi-C Artificial Disc vs ACDF in Treatment
of DDD of cervical Spine at 1 or 2 levels

Local Safety
Monitor
SubInvestigator

201118682-1

216551-1

200614296-5
LDR Spine

J. Paul Muizelaar, MD, PhD

Number of
subjects
currently
enrolled to
study

Treatment or
Non-Treatment

Ongoing Enrollment/
Participation by subjects?

Treatment

Non-treatment

Yes, one patient in long term
follow up. Study closed to
enrollment.
N/A

Non-treatment

N/A

7

Treatment

No patients currently being
followed, but study still open for
enrollment.

53 (total)
4 (Muizelaar)
Enrolled four
subjects on to
this trial.
Three patients
continue to be
followed; one
patient is lost
to follow-up
at this time.

Treatment

Study closed to accrual March of
2008. Study is in long-term followup at this time. It is imperative
that these subjects continue to be
followed, since they may have an
investigational device implanted,
depending on their randomized
treatment assignment.
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IRB Protocol #

Title

Role

200816020-2
Medtronics

Post-Approval Investigation of the
PRESTIGE® Cervical Disc Device at a
Single Level

SubInvestigator

23 (total)
0 (Muizelaar)

200816483
Blackstone
Medical, Inc.

Blackstone Advent
Cervical Disc vs.
ACDF for Treatment of One Level
Degenerative Disc Disease

SubInvestigator

10 (total)
0 (Muizelaar)

20091776-2
Lanx, Inc.

Randomized study of ASPEN Spinous
Process System vs Pedicle screws in ALIF

SubInvestigator

9 (total)
0 (Muizelaar)

Treatment

215132-2
Integra
LifeSciences

Efficacy and Safety of Integra Accell EVO3
Demineralized Bone Matrix in Instrumented
Lumbar Spine Fusion: Comparison to rhBMP2

SubInvestigator

0 (total)

Treatment

215274-2
Globus

Does the type of procedure affect the
incidence of dysphagia and dysphonia in
ACDF patients?

SubInvestigator

6 (total)
0 (Muizelaar)

Treatment

TM

TM

J. Paul Muizelaar, MD, PhD

Number of
subjects
currently
enrolled to
study

Treatment or
Non-Treatment

Ongoing Enrollment/
Participation by subjects?

Post-Market
study. Did not
enroll any
subjects on
pivotal or postmarket study
Treatment

Study just completed 7-year
follow-up and will close after data
has been submitted to FDA.

Accrual stopped 07/30/2009 by
the Sponsor due to safety issues
with the device. We are still
following the subjects enrolled.
Two of the three subjects that
were randomized to the
investigational device have
subsequently had it removed.
Despite recommendation that the
device be removed, one subject
refuses removal of the device at
this time.
Yes. It is imperative that subjects
be followed because they have a
device implanted. (No Muizelaar
patients).
Yes. This study has just started
enrollment. This is an outcomes
study looking at the fusion rates
between BMP-2 and EVO3.
Yes. This is an outcome study
looking at dysphagia.
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IRB Protocol #

Medical, Inc.
220609-1
Mesoblast, Inc.

226065-2
Medtronics
(formerly
Kyphon, Inc.)

Title

Role

A Prospective, Multi-Center, Randomized,
Single-Blinded, Controlled Study Evaluating
Safety and Preliminary Efficacy of
NeoFuseTM when Comparing with
MasterGraft TM Matrix in Subjects
Undergoing Multi-Level ACDF with Anterior
Cervical Plate Fixation.

SubInvestigator

Treatment of Lumbar Spinal Stenosis with
®PK
Interspinous Process
XSTOP
Decompression (IPD) System in Moderately
Symptomatic Patients.

SubInvestigator

J. Paul Muizelaar, MD, PhD

Number of
subjects
currently
enrolled to
study

Treatment or
Non-Treatment

Ongoing Enrollment/
Participation by subjects?

2 (total)
0 (Muizelaar)

Treatment

Yes. Phase I study just began
enrollment. It is imperative that
subjects who received
investigational product be
followed. (No Muizelaar patients).

10 (total)
0 (Muizelaar)

Treatment

No. Study was closed for new
patients at UCD due to large
number of revision surgeries.
Patients are being followed per
protocol for 5 years.
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Rudolph Schrot, MD
IRB Protocol #

Title

Role

214797-3

Cilengitide in subjects with newly diagnosed
glioblastoma multiforme and methylated MGMT
gene promoter - a multicenter, open-label,
controlled Phase III study, testing cilengitide in
combination with standard treatment
(temozolomide with concomitant radiation
therapy, followed by temozolomide maintenance
therapy) versus standard treatment alone.
(Cilengitide in Newly Diagnosed GBM Patients
with Methylated MGMT Gene Promoter).
[CLINICAL STUDY EMD 121974-011]
Cilengitide in subjects with newly diagnosed
glioblastoma multiforme and unmethylated
MGMT gene promoter - a multicenter, openlabel, Phase II study, investigating two
cilengitide regimens in combination with
standard treatment (temozolomide with
concomitant radiation therapy, followed by
temozolomide maintenance therapy)-CORE
(Cilengitide in Newly Diagnosed GBM Patients
with Unmethylated MGMT Gene Promoter)
[CLINICAL STUDY EMD 121974-012]
Immunohistochemical Markers of Brain
Metastasis

Principal
Investigator

223610-2

201018007-1
201017966-1
200816263-3

Clinical findings and urodynamic measurement
before and after surgery in patients with
symptomatic Tarlov cysts
Time resolved laser-induced fluorescence for
guided therapy of brain tumors

Rudolph Schrot, MD

Number of
subjects
currently
enrolled to
study

Treatment or
Non-Treatment

Ongoing Enrollment/
Participation by subjects?

1

Treatment

No, closed to enrollment, no
patients in long-term follow up

Principal
Investigator

3

Treatment

Yes, one patient in long-term
follow up for safety. Study is
closed to enrollment.

Principal
Investigator
Principal
Investigator

168

Non-treatment

No

49

Non-treatment

No

Principal
Investigator

9

Non-treatment

No
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IRB Protocol #

Title

Role

200715889-5

Intraoperative specimen harvest for ex-vivo
analysis and study

201018249-1

Diffusion tensor imaging in normal pressure
hydrocephalus: Changes in periventricular white
matter anisotrophy before and after
ventriculoperitoneal shunting
TM
Blackstone Advent
Cervical Disc vs. ACDF
for Treatment of One Level Degenerative Disc
Disease

200816483
Blackstone
Medical, Inc.

Number of
subjects
currently
enrolled to
study

Treatment or
Non-Treatment

Ongoing Enrollment/
Participation by subjects?

Principal
Investigator
Principal
Investigator

52

Non-treatment

No

0

Non-treatment

N/A

Principal
Investigator

10 (total)
4 (Schrot)

Treatment

Accrual stopped 07/30/2009 by
the Sponsor due to safety issues
with the device. We are still
following the subjects enrolled.
Two of the three subjects that
were randomized to the
investigational device have
subsequently had it removed.
Despite recommendation that the
device be removed, one subject
refuses removal of the device at
this time.
No. Chart review data is currently
being analyzed.

200917003-1

The Role of Cervical Spinal Stenosis in the
production of Cervicogenic Headache

Principal
Investigator

Retrospective chart
review 400+
reviewed
from all
participants

Non-Treatment

200614296-5
LDR Spine

Mobi-C Artificial Disc vs ACDF in Treatment of
DDD of cervical Spine at 1 or 2 levels

SubInvestigator

53 (total)
14 (Schrot)
Eleven

Treatment

Rudolph Schrot, MD

Study closed to accrual March of
2008. Study is in long-term followup at this time. It is imperative
Page 2
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IRB Protocol #

Title

Role

Number of
subjects
currently
enrolled to
study

Treatment or
Non-Treatment

that these subjects continue to be
followed, since they may have an
investigational device implanted,
depending on their randomized
treatment assignment.

SubInvestigator

subjects
currently
being
followed.
Three
subjects
lost to
follow-up at
this time.
23 (total)
0 (Schrot)

Randomized study of ASPEN Spinous
Process System vs Pedicle screws in ALIF

SubInvestigator

9 (total)
3 (Schrot)

215132-2
Integra
LifeSciences

Efficacy and Safety of Integra Accell EVO3
Demineralized Bone Matrix in Instrumented
Lumbar Spine Fusion: Comparison to rh-BMP2

SubInvestigator

0

Treatment

215274-2
Globus
Medical, Inc.
220609-1
Mesoblast,
Inc.

Does the type of procedure affect the incidence
of dysphagia and dysphonia in ACDF patients?

SubInvestigator

6 (total)
0 (Schrot)

Treatment

A Prospective, Multi-Center, Randomized,
Single-Blinded, Controlled Study Evaluating
Safety and Preliminary Efficacy of NeoFuseTM

SubInvestigator

2 (total)
1 (Schrot)

Treatment

200816020-2
Medtronics

Post-Approval Investigation of the PRESTIGE®
Cervical Disc Device at a Single Level

20091776-2
Lanx, Inc.

TM

Rudolph Schrot, MD

Ongoing Enrollment/
Participation by subjects?

Post-Market
study. Did not
enroll any
subjects on
pivotal or postmarket study.
Treatment

Study just completed 7-year
follow-up and will close after data
has been submitted to FDA.

Yes. It is imperative that these
subjects be followed because they
have a device implanted.
Yes. This study has just started
enrollment. This is an outcomes
study looking at the fusion rates
between BMP-2 and EVO3.
Yes. This is an outcome study
looking at dysphagia.
Yes. It is imperative that this
subject be followed as the subject
has received investigational.
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IRB Protocol #

Title

Role

Number of
subjects
currently
enrolled to
study

Treatment or
Non-Treatment

when Comparing with MasterGraft TM Matrix in
Subjects Undergoing Multi-Level ACDF with
Anterior Cervical Plate Fixation.

product.

226065-2
Medtronics
(formerly
Kyphon, Inc.)

Treatment of Lumbar Spinal Stenosis with
®PK
XSTOP
Interspinous Process
Decompression (IPD) System in Moderately
Symptomatic Patients.

SubInvestigator

10 (total)
4 (Schrot)

217916-2

Visual Field Changes in Patients with
Pseudotumor Cerebri after VP or LP Shunt

Coinvestigator

88

Rudolph Schrot, MD

Ongoing Enrollment/
Participation by subjects?

Treatment

Non-treatment

No. Accrual has stopped at UCD
due to high number of revisions on
our patients. It is imperative that
these subjects be followed as they
have a device implanted.
Retrospective chart review. No
subject enrollment.
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Subject:
Attachments:

Elodia Tarango [elodia.tarango@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu]
Friday, September 16, 2011 11:44 AM
Rudolph Schrot; J.paul Muizelaar
hexter@ucdavis.edu; lewin@ucdavis.edu; Claire Pomeroy; jameyer@ucdavis.edu;
john.anderson@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu; david.asmuth@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu
RESENDING - IRB COMMUNICATION
2153_0001.pdf

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

This communication is being resent to you. There was a scanning error in the prior communication. Thank you

Elodia Tarango
Interim IRB Director
IRB Administration
University of California, Davis
Phone: (916) 703-9154 Fax: (530) 752-3472
E-Mail: elodia.tarango@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu
CTSC Bldg., 2921 Stockton Blvd.
Suite 1400, Rm. 1429, Sacto, CA 95817
www.research.ucdavis.edu/IRBAdmin

----- Forwarded by Elodia Tarango/SOM/HS/UCD on 09/16/2011 11:40 AM ----From:
irb@reprographics.ucdavis.edu
To:
"Lody" <elodia.tarango@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu>
Date:
09/16/2011 11:40 AM
Subject:
Attached Image
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DRAFT Health System P&P
Innovative Use Policy

I.

Purpose
To provide guidance and support physicians for the innovative use and novel application of
medical therapies, devices and/or medications in the treatment of patients. This policy is
restricted to innovative use in the clinical setting.

II.

Setting
UC Davis Medical Center

III.

Definitions
a. Innovative Use is the application of a therapy, device, or medication in a manner that
departs in a significant way from standard or accepted practice. Innovative use includes
any use of an unapproved drug, biologic, or device that has IRB approval in clinical
practice. Innovative Use is not common “off label” use of FDA-approved drugs or devices.
b. An Unapproved Drug, Biologic, or Device is any product intended for use in the diagnosis,
cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of human disease but that has not been
approved or cleared for marketing by FDA.

III.

Policy
A. Institutional Objective
UCDMC recognizes that medical circumstances arise in which non-standard therapies for
treatment or novel uses for drugs or devices may be warranted.
B. Physician Responsibility
1. Any physician who wishes to utilize an Unapproved Drug, Biologic, or Device shall first
obtain approval from the IRB (or, in an emergency, from the FDA with notification to the
IRB consistent with IRB-approved emergency use/expanded access policies and
guidelines).
2. The ordering and/or prescribing physician shall request a consultation regarding an
Innovative Use by directly contacting the Chief Medical Officer.
3. The physician shall document in the medical record the informed consent of the
patient/patient’s representative reflecting that person’s understanding that the treatment
represents a novel approach and has not been fully tested or approved prior to using or
administering the innovative use.
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C. Chief Medical Officer
1. The Chief Medical Officer shall review requests, monitor outcomes to minimize continued
use of ineffective or unsafe practices, and assure that the physician and institution meet
ethical and legal obligations.
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL
Health Sciences Research Advisory: Emergency or “Compassionate” Use of Unapproved Drugs
October 17, 2011

Q.

What options are available for a patient with a life-threatening illness when no approved drug is available
to treat the illness and the patient is not eligible for participation in a clinical trial investigating a new drug
with the potential to help?

A.

Options vary depending on the circumstances. The most promising may be treatment under FDA’s
expanded access program.

Background/Executive Summary
A drug is a medicine, biologic, compound, or other substance (“article”) intended for use in the diagnosis, cure,
mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease; or to affect the structure or function of the body; or otherwise
recognized in the official United States Pharmacopoeia. Foods, dietary ingredients, and dietary supplements may
be considered drugs in some circumstances.
The Federal Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act (“FDCA”) prohibits the shipment in interstate commerce of “adulterated”
and “misbranded” drugs. Unapproved drugs and approved drugs utilized “off-label” (that is, inconsistent with
FDA-approved labeling), may be adulterated or misbranded. FDCA and regulations FDA has promulgated under
the law permit use of these drugs only under limited circumstances, for example in connection with a clinical
investigation performed pursuant to an investigational new drug application (“IND”) or an IND exemption. FDA
does not, however, regulate the practice of medicine. Thus, duly licensed physicians may prescribe approved
drugs off-label without triggering FDA oversight, provided that state laws and institutional policies permit such use,
*
and the patient is appropriately informed.
Pharmacy compounding may also be an option in some circumstances, though these are limited.
FDA has developed procedures that may be utilized to facilitate treatment with an unapproved (that is,
“investigational”) product when a physician determines that no approved therapies are viable. Expanded access or
compassionate use is “the use of an investigational drug outside of a clinical trial, for the sole purpose of treating a
†
patient or patients with a serious or life-threatening disease who have no acceptable medical options.” Serious
diseases or conditions are those associated with morbidity that has a substantial impact on day-to-day functioning.
Whether a disease is serious is a matter of clinical judgment. Examples cited by FDA include epilepsy and in situ
breast cancer. The remainder of this advisory describes the procedures to follow to take advantage of FDA’s
expanded access program.

*

Off-label prescribing may, however, subject physicians or their employers to professional liability if it is inconsistent with the standard of care
and results in patient injury; and off-label promotion by drug manufacturers has been the subject of intensive federal enforcement initiatives in
recent years.
†
The expanded access rules are not entirely consistent in scope or in approach with rules found at 21 C.F.R. part 312 subpart E governing drugs
intended to treat only life-threatening or severely debilitating illnesses. The rules in subpart E are directed primarily at product manufacturers
to facilitate development, evaluation and marketing of new therapies, and are not easily utilized by academic medical centers and their
physicians to facilitate clinical treatment of individual patients.
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Physician/Investigator Responsibilities Under the Expanded Access Program
A physician who wishes to administer an investigational drug under the expanded access program is responsible
for procuring the drug from the sponsor, securing IRB approval and providing informed consent consistent with
standard FDA rules (subject to emergency use exceptions provided in those rules), reporting adverse drug events
to the sponsor, and maintaining accurate drug accountability and patient case history records. Depending on the
circumstances, additional requirements may apply. A physician who is unable or unwilling to meet these demands
should not proceed.
Eligibility and Procedures
Note: This document describes minimal regulatory requirements. Local IRBs and medical centers may have
adopted additional requirements and specific procedures for addressing expanded access. For example, medical
staff policies may require consultation with the Chief Medical Officer or an innovative use, patient safety, or ethics
committee, in addition to IRB approval. Please consult with your local IRB and medical center policies for additional
information.
1.

Procurement of Drug

Before pursuing an emergency or single use IND, the physician should confirm that the drug’s manufacturer is
willing and able to provide the drug. If there is no commercial manufacturer and the drug is to be manufactured
locally, FDA will require detailed manufacturing information. The agency has published guidance on current good
manufacturing practices (“cGMP”) for Phase I studies and for later stage investigations. Additional information is
available online.
2.

FDA Evaluation

FDA also has issued detailed guidance describing the steps a physician must take to secure FDA permission to treat
a patient under the expanded access program. Briefly, the physician must specify whether he or she is seeking an
emergency IND or a single-patient IND; provide information about the patient’s history and prognosis, treatment
plan, and proposed intervention, and attach a completed IND application. It is unnecessary to prepare a formal
research protocol designed to obtain meaningful scientific data – FDA fully recognizes that the purpose of the
expanded access program is primarily to diagnose, monitor, or treat a patient’s condition; and expects very limited
data collection (described in further detail below). A sample cover sheet that may be used to facilitate
development of a single IND application is provided below.
3.

IRB Approval or Notification

Advance IRB approval is generally required for single-patient INDs even though the purpose of the use of the test
article is for clinical care and not research. In the event of an emergency (a life-threatening or severely debilitating
situation where no standard acceptable treatment is available and there is not sufficient time to obtain IRB
approval), the investigator (the physician responsible for administering the investigational product, or “test
article”) may rely on an emergency use exemption under 21 C.F.R. § 56.104(c). “Life-threatening” includes
diseases or conditions where the likelihood of death or major irreversible morbidity such as blindness, loss of limb,
loss of hearing, paralysis, or stroke is high if promising treatment is delayed until the IRB can convene. In this case,
the investigator must report the emergency use to the IRB within five (5) days of administration. This exemption
to the IRB approval requirement applies only to a single use of the test article; any subsequent use requires
prospective IRB review and approval. However, FDA has acknowledged that it would be inappropriate to deny
emergency treatment to a second individual if the only obstacle was that the IRB had not had sufficient time to
convene a meeting to review the issue.
Once IRB approval has been secured, standard rules for conducting clinical trials generally apply. For example, the
investigator must promptly report any changes in activity under the IND, as well as unanticipated problems
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involving risks to patients or others. In addition, the investigator may not make any changes to the activities
proposed under the emergency or single patient IND without IRB approval, except where necessary to eliminate
apparent immediate hazards to patients.
4.

Informed Consent

The informed consent requirements found at 21 C.F.R. part 50 apply to emergency and single-patient INDs.
Accordingly, informed consent for administration of such drugs may not include exculpatory language (e.g.,
assumption of risk or waiver of a patient’s right to sue). The only exception to the informed consent requirement
is for emergency use where both the investigator and an uninvolved physician certify in writing to FDA and the IRB,
under 21 C.F.R. § 50.23(a) that:
•
•
•
•

The patient is confronted by a life-threatening situation necessitating the use of the test article.
Informed consent cannot be obtained because of an inability to communicate with, or obtain legally
effective informed consent from, the subject.
Time is not sufficient to obtain consent from the subject’s legal representative.
No alternative method of approved or generally recognized therapy is available that provides an
equal or greater likelihood of saving the subject’s life.

If, in the investigator’s opinion, immediate use is required to preserve the patient’s life, and time is not sufficient
to obtain an independent physician’s determination that the above conditions apply, the investigator may make
the determination and, within five (5) working days after use of the product, have the determination reviewed and
evaluated in writing by an uninvolved physician.
A sample consent form that may be submitted to FDA and the IRB with the IND and IRB approval applications is
provided below (though individual IRBs may require different forms depending on their local standard operating
procedures). Note that the form references the fact that patients may be responsible for the costs of an
investigational drug administered through the expanded access program. While FDA does permit sponsors to
charge for investigational drugs under certain conditions, that fact does not mean that Medicare or other payors
will reimburse those costs, and in fact many will not.
5.

Application of Standard IND Rules

The investigator is responsible for ensuring that the drug is administered in accordance with the information
provided in the emergency or single patient IND, as well as other documentation provided to the sponsor; for
protecting the rights, safety, and welfare of patients to whom the drug is administered, and for controlling the
investigational drug supply. Specifically, the investigator must: (1) administer the investigational drug only to
subjects under his or her personal supervision or the supervision of a subinvestigator (listed in a Form 1572
submitted with the emergency or single patient IND application) responsible to the investigator; (2) produce and
maintain adequate and accurate records; (3) maintain control of the investigational agent; and (4) submit progress
and safety reports to the sponsor (or, if there is no sponsor, then directly to FDA).
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Additional Information
-

National Library of Medicine (Clinical Trials Registry), http://clinicaltrials.gov
To locate listed expanded access programs in ClinicalTrials.gov, select “Search for Clinical Trials” from the http://clinicaltrials.gov
website, select “Advanced Search” on the Search Page, find the field titled “Study Type” and select “Expanded Access Studies” from
the pull-down menu. Additional search terms (e.g., condition) may be added to the Advanced Search. Select “Search” to see a list of
expanded access programs. Alternatively, you may view a list of all currently available Expanded Access studies. If a drug is not
listed, a request can still be made of the sponsor. ‡

-

California Department of Public Health, http://www.cdph.ca.gov
The site includes information on CDPH regulation of drugs and devices, including information on the Department’s Drug Safety
Program and the text of the Sherman Food, Drug & Cosmetic Law.

FDA Links
-

Investigational New Drug Regulations
Expanded (Drug) Access Website
Final Rule (2009) on Expanded Access to Investigational Drugs
Final Rule (2009) on Charging for Investigational Drugs

Attachments
-

Current Expanded Access Regulatory Text
Sample Informed Consent Document
Sample Cover Sheet for IND Submission (to be Attached to FDA-1571)

More Information
Contact: Rachel Nosowsky, OGC (510) 987-9407

‡

Adapted from
http://www.fda.gov/ForConsumers/ByAudience/ForPatientAdvocates/SpeedingAccesstoImportantNewTherapies/ucm177138.htm.
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PHARMACY COMPOUNDING
FDA recognizes that licensed pharmacists routinely compound and manipulate reasonable quantities of human
drugs in response to valid prescriptions written by licensed health care providers for individual patients, and
generally defers to state authorities for oversight and enforcement of these activities. However, FDA is more likely
to identify FDCA violations and initiate federal enforcement in response to the following activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Compounding drugs in anticipation of receiving prescriptions, except in very limited quantities in relation to the
amounts of drugs compounded after receiving valid prescriptions.
Compounding drugs that were withdrawn or removed from the market for safety reasons. [A list of those drugs is
available online.]
Compounding finished drugs from bulk active ingredients that are not components of FDA approved drugs without
an [IND].
Receiving, storing, or using drug substances without first obtaining written assurance from the supplier that each lot
of the drug substance has been made in an FDA-registered facility.
Receiving, storing, or using drug components not guaranteed or otherwise determined to meet official compendia
requirements.
Using commercial scale manufacturing or testing equipment for compounding drug products.
Compounding drugs for third parties who resell to individual patients or offering compounded drug products at
wholesale to other state licensed persons or commercial entities for resale.
Compounding drug products that are commercially available in the marketplace or that are essentially copies of
commercially available FDA-approved drug products [except in special situations, for example where medical need
can be established].
Failing to operate in conformance with applicable state law regulating the practice of pharmacy.

U.S. Food and Drug Administration, CPG 460.200: Pharmacy Compounding Compliance Policy Guides Manual (Tab
M). Additional guidance on pharmacy compounding and information on FDA’s related enforcement initiatives is
posted online.
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REGULATORY TEXT FOR EXPANDED ACCESS
(21 C.F.R. §§ 312.300, 312.305, 312.310)
Sec. 312.300 General
(a) Scope. This subpart contains the requirements for the use of investigational new drugs and approved
drugs where availability is limited by a risk evaluation and mitigation strategy (REMS) when the primary
purpose is to diagnose, monitor, or treat a patient's disease or condition. The aim of this subpart is to
facilitate the availability of such drugs to patients with serious diseases or conditions when there is no
comparable or satisfactory alternative therapy to diagnose, monitor, or treat the patient's disease or
condition.
(b) Definitions. The following definitions of terms apply to this subpart:
Immediately life-threatening disease or condition means a stage of disease in which there is reasonable
likelihood that death will occur within a matter of months or in which premature death is likely without early
treatment.
Serious disease or condition means a disease or condition associated with morbidity that has substantial
impact on day-to-day functioning. Short-lived and self-limiting morbidity will usually not be sufficient, but
the morbidity need not be irreversible, provided it is persistent or recurrent. Whether a disease or
condition is serious is a matter of clinical judgment, based on its impact on such factors as survival, dayto-day functioning, or the likelihood that the disease, if left untreated, will progress from a less severe
condition to a more serious one.
Sec. 312.305 Requirements for all expanded access uses.
The criteria, submission requirements, safeguards, and beginning treatment information set out in this
section apply to all expanded access uses described in this subpart. Additional criteria, submission
requirements, and safeguards that apply to specific types of expanded access are described in 312.310
through 312.320.
(a) Criteria. FDA must determine that:
(1) The patient or patients to be treated have a serious or immediately life-threatening disease or
condition, and there is no comparable or satisfactory alternative therapy to diagnose, monitor, or treat the
disease or condition;
(2) The potential patient benefit justifies the potential risks of the treatment use and those potential risks
are not unreasonable in the context of the disease or condition to be treated; and
(3) Providing the investigational drug for the requested use will not interfere with the initiation, conduct, or
completion of clinical investigations that could support marketing approval of the expanded access use or
otherwise compromise the potential development of the expanded access use.
(b) Submission. (1) An expanded access submission is required for each type of expanded access
described in this subpart. The submission may be a new IND or a protocol amendment to an existing IND.
Information required for a submission may be supplied by referring to pertinent information contained in
an existing IND if the sponsor of the existing IND grants a right of reference to the IND.
(2) The expanded access submission must include:
(i) A cover sheet (Form FDA 1571) meeting the requirements of 312.23(a);
(ii) The rationale for the intended use of the drug, including a list of available therapeutic options that
would ordinarily be tried before resorting to the investigational drug or an explanation of why the use of
the investigational drug is preferable to the use of available therapeutic options;
(iii) The criteria for patient selection or, for an individual patient, a description of the patient's disease or
condition, including recent medical history and previous treatments of the disease or condition;
(iv) The method of administration of the drug, dose, and duration of therapy;
(v) A description of the facility where the drug will be manufactured;
(vi) Chemistry, manufacturing, and controls information adequate to ensure the proper identification,
quality, purity, and strength of the investigational drug;
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(vii) Pharmacology and toxicology information adequate to conclude that the drug is reasonably safe at
the dose and duration proposed for expanded access use (ordinarily, information that would be adequate
to permit clinical testing of the drug in a population of the size expected to be treated); and
(viii) A description of clinical procedures, laboratory tests, or other monitoring necessary to evaluate the
effects of the drug and minimize its risks.
(3) The expanded access submission and its mailing cover must be plainly marked "EXPANDED
ACCESS SUBMISSION." If the expanded access submission is for a treatment IND or treatment protocol,
the applicable box on Form FDA 1571 must be checked.
(c) Safeguards. The responsibilities of sponsors and investigators set forth in subpart D of this part are
applicable to expanded access use under this subpart as described in this paragraph.
(1) A licensed physician under whose immediate direction an investigational drug is administered or
dispensed for an expanded access use under this subpart is considered aninvestigator , for purposes of
this part, and must comply with the responsibilities for investigators set forth in subpart D of this part to
the extent they are applicable to the expanded access use.
(2) An individual or entity that submits an expanded access IND or protocol under this subpart is
considered asponsor , for purposes of this part, and must comply with the responsibilities for sponsors set
forth in subpart D of this part to the extent they are applicable to the expanded access use.
(3) A licensed physician under whose immediate direction an investigational drug is administered or
dispensed, and who submits an IND for expanded access use under this subpart is considered asponsorinvestigator , for purposes of this part, and must comply with the responsibilities for sponsors and
investigators set forth in subpart D of this part to the extent they are applicable to the expanded access
use.
(4) Investigators. In all cases of expanded access, investigators are responsible for reporting adverse
drug events to the sponsor, ensuring that the informed consent requirements of part 50 of this chapter are
met, ensuring that IRB review of the expanded access use is obtained in a manner consistent with the
requirements of part 56 of this chapter, and maintaining accurate case histories and drug disposition
records and retaining records in a manner consistent with the requirements of 312.62. Depending on the
type of expanded access, other investigator responsibilities under subpart D may also apply.
(5) Sponsors. In all cases of expanded access, sponsors are responsible for submitting IND safety
reports and annual reports (when the IND or protocol continues for 1 year or longer) to FDA as required
by 312.32 and 312.33, ensuring that licensed physicians are qualified to administer the investigational
drug for the expanded access use, providing licensed physicians with the information needed to minimize
the risk and maximize the potential benefits of the investigational drug (the investigator's brochure must
be provided if one exists for the drug), maintaining an effective IND for the expanded access use, and
maintaining adequate drug disposition records and retaining records in a manner consistent with the
requirements of 312.57. Depending on the type of expanded access, other sponsor responsibilities under
subpart D may also apply.
(d) Beginning treatment – (1) INDs. An expanded access IND goes into effect 30 days after FDA receives
the IND or on earlier notification by FDA that the expanded access use may begin.
(2) Protocols. With the following exceptions, expanded access use under a protocol submitted under an
existing IND may begin as described in 312.30(a).
(i) Expanded access use under the emergency procedures described in 312.310(d) may begin when the
use is authorized by the FDA reviewing official.
(ii) Expanded access use under 312.320 may begin 30 days after FDA receives the protocol or upon
earlier notification by FDA that use may begin.
(3) Clinical holds. FDA may place any expanded access IND or protocol on clinical hold as described in
312.42.
§ 312.310: Under this section, FDA may permit an investigational drug to be used for the treatment
of an individual patient by a licensed physician.
(a) Criteria. The criteria in 312.305(a) must be met; and the following determinations must be made:
(1) The physician must determine that the probable risk to the person from the investigational drug is not
greater than the probable risk from the disease or condition; and
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(2) FDA must determine that the patient cannot obtain the drug under another IND or protocol.
(b) Submission. The expanded access submission must include information adequate to demonstrate that
the criteria in 312.305(a) and paragraph (a) of this section have been met. The expanded access
submission must meet the requirements of 312.305(b).
(1) If the drug is the subject of an existing IND, the expanded access submission may be made by the
sponsor or by a licensed physician.
(2) A sponsor may satisfy the submission requirements by amending its existing IND to include a protocol
for individual patient expanded access.
(3) A licensed physician may satisfy the submission requirements by obtaining from the sponsor
permission for FDA to refer to any information in the IND that would be needed to support the expanded
access request (right of reference) and by providing any other required information not contained in the
IND (usually only the information specific to the individual patient).
(c) Safeguards. (1) Treatment is generally limited to a single course of therapy for a specified duration
unless FDA expressly authorizes multiple courses or chronic therapy.
(2) At the conclusion of treatment, the licensed physician or sponsor must provide FDA with a written
summary of the results of the expanded access use, including adverse effects.
(3) FDA may require sponsors to monitor an individual patient expanded access use if the use is for an
extended duration.
(4) When a significant number of similar individual patient expanded access requests have been
submitted, FDA may ask the sponsor to submit an IND or protocol for the use under 312.315 or 312.320.
(d) Emergency procedures. If there is an emergency that requires the patient to be treated before a
written submission can be made, FDA may authorize the expanded access use to begin without a written
submission. The FDA reviewing official may authorize the emergency use by telephone.
(1) Emergency expanded access use may be requested by telephone, facsimile, or other means of
electronic communications. For investigational biological drug products regulated by the Center for
Biologics Evaluation and Research, the request should be directed to the Office of Communication,
Outreach and Development, Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research, 301-827-1800 or 1-800-8354709, e-mail:ocod@fda.hhs.gov . For all other investigational drugs, the request for authorization should
be directed to the Division of Drug Information, Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, 301-796-3400,
e-mail:druginfo@fda.hhs.gov . After normal working hours (8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.), the request should be
directed to the FDA Emergency Call Center, 866-300-4374, e-mail:emergency.operations@fda.hhs.gov .
(2) The licensed physician or sponsor must explain how the expanded access use will meet the
requirements of 312.305 and 312.310 and must agree to submit an expanded access submission within
15 working days of FDA's authorization of the use.
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INFORMED CONSENT FOR TREATMENT WITH AN UNAPPROVED DRUG
You have been diagnosed with:
This is a serious or life-threatening disease. You and your doctor have discussed your options. Your
doctor believes that:
√ There is no FDA-approved drug available to treat your condition because:
o No such drug exists; or
o Approved drugs have been tried but not worked; or
o Approved drugs cause side-effects that you cannot tolerate.
√ You cannot find or get into a clinical trial of an experimental drug that might help.
√ There are no other acceptable medical options.

.

Your doctor has told you that an unapproved drug,
,
might help. This drug has not been proven to be safe or effective for your treatment. The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), however, has given your doctor permission to treat you with this unapproved drug
under its “expanded access” program. More information about the program is online at:
http://tinyurl.com/UCM176098 and http://tinyurl.com/UCM177138. If you cannot access these articles on
a computer, please ask your doctor to print them out for you.
The known risks of the unapproved drug include:
.
Your doctor has a financial interest in the drug or its manufacturer as:
an inventor (may receive
a consultant/advisor/spokesperson (receives or in the
royalties if the drug is approved and marketed);
an officer or director or employee;
last 12 months has received professional service fees);
other:
;
none (your doctor
has no financial interest in the drug or its manufacturer).

Your doctor has told you that treatment with this unapproved drug is not the
same as regular drug treatment:
√ While the drug may help you, it may not. There is no guarantee.
√ The drug has not been approved by FDA. Treatment may cause unknown
side effects. These may include serious injury or pain, disability, or death.
No compensation is available for these side effects.
√ Your insurance may not cover the cost of the drug or treatment for its side
effects. These are costs you may need to pay. To find out more about
possible costs, contact your health plan.
You may want to discuss your options further with your doctors, your family, your friends, or others before
you decide what to do. You may also contact the [IRB NAME/NUMBER] with questions about your rights.
If you choose to receive the unapproved drug, please sign below.
I understand my diagnosis and my options. I know that information about my treatment and response will be kept
confidential, but may be given to the drug’s manufacturer and/or FDA as required by law. My questions have been
answered. I would like to receive the unapproved drug. This decision is voluntary and I understand that I can
discontinue treatment at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which I may otherwise be entitled.
Patient Name:

MRN:

Signature:

Date:

If the patient is unable to consent (a minor, incompetent, or incapacitated), please add the following information and signature:

Name of Legally Authorized Representative (“LAR”):
LAR’s Authority to Sign:

Parent (of Minor)

Legal Guardian

Other:

Signature of LAR:

Date:

I have explained the proposed treatment to the above patient/LAR, including risks, potential benefits, and
alternatives, as well as any financial interest I may have in the treatment.
Physician Name:
Signature:

Tel.:
Date:
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REQUEST FOR EMERGENCY OR INDIVIDUAL PATIENT IND (COVER SHEET)

http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/HowDrugsareDevelopedandApproved/ApprovalApplications/InvestigationalNewDrugINDApplication/ucm107434.htm

Request Type (check one):

Emergency IND

Individual Patient IND

Drug Name:
Brief Clinical History
Diagnosis
Disease Status
Prior Therapy
Response to Prior Therapy
Rationale*
*

Include a list of available therapeutic options that would ordinarily be tried before the investigational drug or an explanation of why use of the investigational drug is preferable.

Treatment Plan
Drug
Dose
Route of Administration
Planned Duration
Monitoring Procedures
Modifications for Toxicity†
†

Describe dose reduction, treatment delay, or other modifications that may be made.

Narrative:
To the extent not already addressed above, describe the justification for the proposed treatment plan, explain the basis of the determination that there are no comparable or satisfactory
therapeutic alternatives to the unapproved drug or biologic, and confirm that you have determined that the probable risk to the patient from the investigational drug is not greater than the
probable risk from the patient s disease or condition.

Chemistry, Manufacturing, and Controls Information and Pharmacology and Toxicology Information:
Include a description of the manufacturing facility. The requirement for this information may be met by providing a Letter of Authorization (LOA) to refer to this information if it has been
previously submitted to FDA (for example, to an existing IND or NDA). The treating physician should contact the sponsor of the previously submitted information for such authorization and
letter. The letter of authorization should include relevant identifying information, such as the sponsor s relevant application (e.g., IND) number.

References:
Reference a published protocol or journal article (or articles) if appropriate.

Informed Consent and IRB Approval:
Informed consent and approval of the use by an appropriate Institutional Review Board (IRB) will be obtained prior to initiating treatment.
This is an emergency use request. An appropriate IRB will be notified of the emergency treatment within 5 working days of the treatment. Informed consent will be sought unless the
requirements of 21 C.F.R. § 50.23 are met and appropriately documented.

Physician Information
Name
E-Mail
Phone
Fax
Qualifications§
Signature
§
Describe training, experience, and licensure or attach relevant portions of the physician’s curriculum vitae.
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